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1. OVERVIEW: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE NCS AND
CAPS FOR THE FET PHASE
1.1 BACKGROUND
Umalusi undertook a project in 2013, the core intention of which was to establish the
quality of the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) as amended version
to the National Curriculum Statement (NCS) of 2008. The work done in 2013 is not only
an extension of research to further the understanding of the National Senior Certificate
(NSC) qualification, but is similar to the comparative research done in 2008. The research
such as this not only develops an understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the
subject curricula, but also assists in building bigger picture of the nature of the qualification itself – what its strengths might be and what challenges might arise for the institutions
where it is offered and for the staff implementing it. In short, the research was undertaken
with the purpose of ensuring a better understanding of the NSC for all involved.
The current phase of the research is presented in the following reports:
•

An overview report of the research process and key findings for subjects and subject clusters

•

A series of subject/subject cluster- specific reports for Mathematics, Mathematical Literacy, Languages (English), Social Sciences, Natural Sciences and Business,
Commerce and Management.

•

Initially the reports will be submitted to the Department of Basic Education and Training (DBE). The findings and recommendations have been formulated as guidelines for
improvement, in terms of both the national policy and of implementation and assessment. The findings also point to areas that need strengthening in teacher education
and professional development. Thereafter, Umalusi, in collaboration with Higher Education Institutions and Higher Education South Africa (HESA), could use this research
work towards improving the quality of teacher preparation, not only to equip teachers as field experts, but also as subject methodologists who are able to reflect on their
own teaching practice.

1.2 THE RESEARCH QUESTION, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND INSTRUMENT
Research question: The research question for the comparative NCS/CAPS research/
evaluation is worded as follows:
‘What does the comparison between the Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement
(CAPS) for FET Phase (Grades 10 to 12) and the National Curriculum Statement (NCS)
reveal about:
a. the extent to which the NCS curricula were repackaged or rewritten in the formulation of the CAPS;
b. the relative depth and breadth of the content covered in the respective curricula,
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c. the overall design, structure and coherence of the curricula,
d. the level of specification of various aspects of the curricula, and
e. the guidance provided by the curricula for the teaching and assessment of the
subject?’
Research/evaluation process: The process involved identification of the evaluation teams
across all the subjects under evaluation, followed by the refining of an existing instrument
to evaluate and compare the NCS and the CAPS. Thereafter two workshops were held
with the evaluation teams, in August and November of 2013, in order to brief them about
the evaluation and for the teams to work together on the curriculum analysis. Finally, the
evaluation teams completed their analysis via e-communication, and the team leaders
took responsibility for the completion and submission of the teams’ reports.
Instrument: An instrument was customised for this investigation, which required the evaluators to grapple deeply with issues around broad curriculum framing, and concepts
such as content breadth and depth, sequencing, progression, coherence and how to
determine the weighting and curriculum focus in the documents. All those who participated in the process learned a great deal, and they in turn offered insights from their own
expertise which added value to the report.
The evaluation teams were asked to give their opinion on each subject regarding:
•

Broad curriculum design – the central design principle;

•

The aims/ objectives of the subject;

•

The ideal learner envisaged;

•

The weighting of each topic in terms of the percentage of time allocated to each;

•

The emphasis placed on content and skills;

•

The depth of the subject in terms of the extent to which learners could move from a
superficial grasp of a topic to a more refined and powerful grasp;

•

The degree to which the curriculum of each subject is paced, in terms of the volume to be covered in a specific timeframe;

•

The specification of sequencing of topics;

•

The progression of topics from Grades 10 to 12 in terms of increase in level of complexity and difficulty;

•

The coherence of the curriculum for each subject, in terms of connections and coordination between topics through the levels;

•

The degree to which teachers are given explicit guidance regarding pedagogy;

•

The degree to which teachers are provided with guidance regarding assessment;

•

Format and user-friendliness of the curriculum documentation.

Evaluators were asked to comment on the overall guidance and use of the curriculum
and the central values underpinning each curriculum.
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In addition, the teams had to substantiate their opinions about the extent to which the
CAPS for the subjects mentioned above have been ‘repackaged’ or been rewritten
in this repackaging process. The teams were asked to identify the extent to which the
repackaging has extended – or contracted – the content and skills which learners are
expected to acquire and teachers to teach. Another point for attention was whether the
CAPS provides better guidance to teachers than the NCS.
Lastly the evaluation teams were required to make recommendations, based on their
findings regarding all the points above. They were requested to provide recommendations for the strengthening of the CAPS for each subject, where these may still require
improvement. Such recommendations will form the basis for subsequent work to be undertaken by the DBE and monitored by Umalusi.

1.3 TRENDS ACROSS THE CURRICULA
Although the Umalusi subject evaluation teams worked towards a common goal of assessing the comparability of the NCS with the CAPS, the individual subject reports offer
unique insights, with particular details that are of interest to those involved with teaching
the subjects in question. There are, however, overarching trends that can be gleaned
from the subject reports. These trends are briefly described below. A more detailed section on the trends across the curricula appears in the Overview report.

1.3.1 The nature of the curriculum documentation
The NCS documents had a great deal of uniformity in style and length across the different
subjects, however, the CAPS is somewhat varied between subjects. For some subjects,
such as Life Sciences and Physical Sciences, a full teaching programme is provided, with
the content and prescribed activities clearly described with definite timeframes. By contrast, the documentation for some subjects, such as History, only provide a list of content
to be covered per term, with no time indications for separate topics. The extent of the
assessment guidance also varies substantially between subjects, with the Mathematics
CAPS containing the shortest guidance on assessment (five pages), while the guidance
provided for Mathematical Literacy covers 32 pages. The CAPS documents for English HL
and English FAL both contain glossaries, which none of the other subjects have.
The table below (Table 1) illustrates the variation in the length of the subject-related curriculum documents for the CAPS compared with the NCS.
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Table 1: Variation in the length of curriculum documents
NCS

CAPS

Lowest number of pages

139 (Accounting)

48 (Economics)

Highest number of pages

204 (English FAL)

164 (Physical Sciences)

175

82

Average number of pages

This table shows that there is much greater variation in the length of the CAPS documents
across the different subjects, ranging from 48 pages (Economics) to 164 pages (Physical
Sciences) in length, compared with the collection of NCS subject-related documents,
which range from 139 pages (Accounting) to 204 ages (English First Additional Language
(FAL)). Each subject varies in terms of the approach taken to the way in which guidance is
given to the teacher. This may contribute positively towards the CAPS providing clear and
appropriate guidelines within each subject, but it does suggest a lower degree of coherence across subjects in terms of the approach taken within the curriculum documents.
In all subjects, with the exception of Physical Sciences, the length of subject-related documents that teachers need to consult has been reduced from the NCS to the CAPS. (This
does not include the Examination Guidelines document for the CAPS, which may cause
the number of pages in the CAPS documentation to exceed that of the NCS in some
cases). The reason for the greater length of the Physical Sciences CAPS is that this document has a very detailed level of specification, which will be discussed further under the
Specification heading.
In all subjects, the evaluation teams deemed the CAPS documents to be more userfriendly than the NCS equivalents, mainly due to the number of subject-specific policy
documents that had to be consulted in NCS (a minimum of four). The result of this level of
documentation meant that lesson preparation became complicated and unwieldy for
teachers using the NCS.
The accessibility of the language was generally deemed acceptable for both curricula.
Some of the evaluation teams commented on the complexity of the educational ‘jargon’ used in the NCS when describing OBE. This has been reduced in the CAPS, where
much simpler language is used to describe the teaching and learning process.
For all subjects except Accounting, there has been an improvement in alignment between the documents within each curriculum. Many of the evaluation teams reported
that there are contradictions between the various subject-related documents for the
NCS. The only evaluation team that did not report alignment problems in the NCS documentation was the Accounting team. As the CAPS has only one subject-related document at the time of the evaluation, meant that the misalignments between documents
are no longer an issue.
However, some of the evaluation teams reported alignment issues between the various undated versions of the CAPS documents which were released during the implementation process. (This caused great confusion among teachers and other education
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practitioners, who were unsure of whether they had the latest version of the CAPS). In
addition, as an Examination Guidelines document has been introduced, it is possible that
problems with alignment may occur with the CAPS.
Evaluation teams for all subjects agreed that the design principle of the curricula has
shifted from outcomes-based in the NCS to content-driven or syllabus-based in the CAPS.
Where an outcomes-based curriculum is, by nature, learner-centred and activity-based,
a content-driven curriculum involves a more teacher-centred, instructive approach.
However, both of the languages evaluation teams (English FAL and English HL) commented that, although the CAPS is teacher-driven, there are some skills-based principles
involved, such as text-based approaches, with content-based on topics and themes.
Overall, the evaluation teams concluded that the CAPS documents are an improvement
over the NCS in terms of the design and structure of the curricula. The recommendation
made in the Department of Education (DoE) report (2009, p 63) for ‘consistency, plain
language and ease of understanding and use’ has been heeded in the compilation of
the CAPS.

1.3.2 Curriculum objectives
The evaluation teams were asked to compare the objectives that are stated for their subjects in the NCS with those in the CAPS. The general finding across the subjects was that
the objectives are very similar for both curricula. (These findings are presented in detail in
the individual subject reports). Some of the NCS objectives which are related to socio-political and ethical awareness, and sensitivity to cultural beliefs, prejudices and practices
in society, have been excluded from the CAPS. In addition, where the NCS addresses
the need for the development of skills related to self-employment and entrepreneurial
ventures, these skills are not included in the CAPS objectives.
The English FAL evaluation team noted that the CAPS omits objectives that include human experience, aesthetics of language, and social construction of knowledge. They
commented that ‘the CAPS has removed the explicit recognition of unequal status of
languages and varieties - a key specific objective articulated in the NCS’.
The Mathematics evaluation team noted that there is ‘a de-emphasis in the CAPS of the
more explicit transformatory agenda that is articulated in the NCS’. This is perhaps appropriate, given the historical timing of the two versions of the curriculum, with the NCS being
introduced during a time when ‘the notion of a national curriculum was a new concept
that coincided with the birth of a new democracy’ (DoE, 2009, p 11) and the CAPS, after
more than a decade of democracy.
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1.3.3 Breadth and depth of content
One of the areas that is repeatedly highlighted in the DoE report (2009) is that of finding a
balance between breadth and depth in the content of the curricula. It has been shown
that less breadth of content covered in more depth ensures a greater chance of future
success in the discipline (Schwartz et al., 2008). With this in mind, the evaluation teams
compared both the breadth and the depth of the NCS and the CAPS in order to determine any shifts that may have taken place in these areas.
The Economics and Mathematics evaluation teams reported an increase in the breadth
of content across the FET Phase in the move from the NCS to the CAPS. The English HL,
Accounting, Business Studies, and History evaluation teams concluded that the breadth
across the FET Phase is similar for the NCS and the CAPS. The Physical Sciences, Life
Sciences, Geography and English FAL evaluation teams reported a reduction in the
breadth of content across the FET Phase in the CAPS compared with that in the NCS.

1.3.4 Depth
An increase in depth from the NCS to the CAPS was noted for Economics and Mathematics. The Accounting, Business Studies, Geography and Physical Sciences evaluation
teams reported a similarity in the depth required across the FET Phase for the NCS and
the CAPS, whereas the English FAL and Life Sciences evaluation teams reported a reduction in overall depth from the NCS to the CAPS.
The English HL evaluation team could not comment on depth, since this is left to the discretion of the teacher in terms of the length and complexity of texts that are selected.
They made the comment that, although some guidance is given in the CAPS around the
selection of appropriate texts, this is insufficient to ensure a common understanding of
the level of depth that is required.
The History evaluation team could not compare the depth of the curricula because of
the structure of the content outline provided in the NCS, which does not give sufficient
detail to provide any form of guidance on the level of depth required. The evaluation
team commented on the depth of the CAPS itself, that ‘the CAPS manages the tensions
between breadth and depth as well as is possible, although there is probably a greater
emphasis on breadth than depth’.
The Mathematical Literacy evaluation team could not compare the depth of the curricula because the NCS defines depth in terms of the mathematical processes involved,
whereas the CAPS defines depth in terms of the level of problem-solving required within
the selected real-life situations or contexts. Hence, although in one sense the NCS has
greater depth than the CAPS, since it contains topics that require application of more
complex mathematical skills, the evaluation team noted that the CAPS goes into greater
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depth than the NCS in almost every topic, since learners are expected to know more
about the topic and to understand the complexity of the authentic real life situation.

1.3.5 Specification of content
The curriculum specification, or degree to which knowledge is broken down for stipulation, was compared for the NCS and the CAPS. On the whole, it was found that the level
of specification of content is higher in the CAPS than in the NCS. More detail is provided
in the CAPS on the exact scope and depth of the content that is to be taught and assessed, than in the NCS. However, three of the evaluation teams, namely those for Economics, English HL and English FAL, did not report an increase in specification of content
in the CAPS.
In terms of satisfying the recommendation made in the DoE Report (2009, p 62) that
curricula should provide ‘clear, succinct and unambiguous’ statements of learning, the
majority of the CAPS subject documents satisfy these criteria. Nevertheless, particular
attention must be paid to the level of clarity provided in the two English language curricula, to ensure that these provide the necessary guidance to teachers. In addition, many
of the subject evaluation teams reported that the CAPS documents require a thorough
edit, as there are numerous errors that appear throughout the documents, which may
lead to confusion and erroneous interpretation of the curricula.

1.3.6 Pacing
All of the evaluation teams, with the exception of Mathematical Literacy, agreed that
the level of stipulation of the pacing is greater in the CAPS than in the NCS, since more
explicit guidelines on time frames are provided in the CAPS. The Mathematical Literacy
evaluation team found that the work schedules in the CAPS do not provide sufficient detail about the actual content to be taught or the resources needed for the teaching to
allow for a clear sense of pacing. They also found discrepancies between the suggested
work schedules, which specify broad content for each week (Mathematical Literacy
CAPS, pp 16-20), and the summary of the number of weeks to be spent on each topic
(Mathematical Literacy CAPS, p 15).
The evaluation teams were asked to comment on the actual level of the pacing for each
of the curricula as it would be experienced by learners in the FET Phase. The pacing was
difficult to judge in the NCS due to the low level of specification, and the flexibility granted to teachers to determine the pace in response to the varying needs of learners. In
spite of this lack of specification, however, some of the evaluation teams were able to
make broad judgements on the levels of pacing, based on the breadth of content stipulated within the overall time frame for each grade. On this basis the Physical Sciences,
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Accounting, Economics, English FAL and Geography evaluation teams indicated that
the pacing of the NCS was likely to be experienced as fast. The remaining evaluation
teams were either unable to comment on the pacing, or considered the pace to be
moderate.
For the CAPS, evaluation teams for all subjects except for Geography, Mathematical
Literacy and Life Sciences commented that pacing is likely to be experienced as fast,
since the time allocation for teaching the content does not allow for a sufficient depth of
engagement with the content as specified. The Geography evaluation team concluded that the pacing is carefully considered and realistic in the CAPS. The Mathematical
Literacy evaluation team deemed the pacing to be moderate, based on their overall
impression of the material to be covered. The Life Sciences evaluation team considered
the pacing to be fast for Grades 10 and 11, and commented that ‘the experience of
teachers is that they have to rush through the curriculum to complete it in the year’. They
considered the pacing to be moderate for Grade 12, but mentioned that the pacing is
uneven, in that ‘too much time is allocated for some topics, and too little for others’.

1.3.7 Sequencing and progression
In general, the evaluation teams found the degree of specification of the sequencing
to be higher in the CAPS than in the NCS. This is to be expected from a curriculum which
has been designed to provide a structured learning programme, as does the CAPS, in
contrast to the approach taken by the NCS, which is to allow teachers the flexibility to
design their own learning programmes.
The evaluation teams were asked to make a judgement on whether progression within
each grade is evident in the NCS and the CAPS. Interestingly, although there is no expectation in the NCS that teachers follow the sequence of topics as they are laid out in the
curriculum, many of the evaluation teams found that the order in which the topics are
laid out in the curriculum offer an inherent sense of progression. However, a wide range
of interpretations of the sequencing of topics by textbooks, provincial departments and
other interpreters of the curriculum meant that this inherent progression was not always
followed through in practice. For the CAPS, no clear trend is evident across the subjects
in terms of the sequence of topics allowing for progression within each grade. The reasoning behind the sequencing of content is not always clear, and in some cases does not
appear to have been designed with progression in mind. An example of this is in Physical
Sciences, where the Grade 10 CAPS interrupts the flow of certain chemistry topics with the
insertion of unrelated physics topics, causing a break in the flow and hence conceptual
progression for learners. The Accounting, Economics, Business Studies and Mathematical
Literacy evaluation teams all reported strong evidence of progression within each grade.
With regard to the progression across the grades, the evaluation teams generally found
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that progression across the grades in the NCS is clearly evident through the way in which
the Assessment Standards (ASs) are expressed, with clear increase in the cognitive demand indicated in the way in which these are described for each grade. Progression in
terms of the content across the grades was reported as strong by all evaluation teams
except for Physical Sciences, Geography, History, English HL and Mathematical Literacy,
where evaluation teams reported either a clear lack of progression, with uneven degrees
of complexity across the grades, or a lack of guidance regarding the required level of
complexity for the specified topics.
For the CAPS, all of the subjects, with the exception of the language evaluation teams,
reported a clear progression across the grades. The English FAL evaluation team made
the comment that ‘the CAPS offers almost no specification as to the expected depth of
topics to be covered in each successive grade, and no indication of progression across
the phase’. The English HL evaluation team reported that the CAPS offers guidelines only
as to how progression should take place, but does not give sufficient guidance to teachers to ensure that a clear increase in the level of complexity or difficulty is realised in the
learning process. The lack of specification of the length and complexity of texts to be
used exacerbates this.

1.3.8 Assessment guidance
Both the NCS and the CAPS provide generic guidance to teachers on the purpose, forms
and methods of assessment. In addition, subject-specific guidelines are given for each
subject in the various subject-related documents.
The types of assessment outlined in the NCS are baseline, diagnostic, formative and summative assessment. In addition, a distinction is made between formal and informal assessment. In contrast, the CAPS outlines only two types of assessment, namely formal (‘assessment of learning’) and informal (‘assessment for learning’). It is noteworthy that the
CAPS has conflated firstly, formative and informal assessment, and secondly, summative
and formal assessment. In addition, no mention is made in the CAPS of assessment as an
aid to diagnosing or remediating barriers to learning.
The NCS describes three methods of assessment, namely self-assessment, peer assessment and group assessment. The CAPS narrows this down to self- and peer assessment.
The methods of recording assessment in the NCS include rating scales, task lists or checklists and rubrics. The method of recording assessments in the CAPS is based on marks.
With regard to the formal assessment tasks for each subject, most of the evaluation teams
reported that the number of formal assessment tasks prescribed per grade is equivalent for the NCS and the CAPS, with exceptions being English FAL and English HL, where
the number of formal assessment tasks has been reduced, and Life Sciences, where the
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number of tasks has increased in the CAPS.
In all of the subjects there is a strong emphasis on tests and examinations in terms of the
overall summative assessment mark in the CAPS. The final mark for each grade in the
CAPS is made up of 25% classwork and 75% end-of-year examination. The 25% classwork
mark is made up of a high proportion of marks from tests and the June examination.
Hence, the minimum contribution of tests and examinations towards the Grades 10 and
11 marks is 80%, and towards the final Grade 12 mark is 85%. This leaves a maximum of
20% representation for projects, practical investigations, assignments and other forms of
assessment in Grades 10 and 11, and a maximum of 15% representation of these in Grade
12. While this emphasis may be necessary for assessments to be reliable, it is prejudicial for
learners who perform better at tasks that are not test- or examination-based.
The Assessment chapter of the NCS Subject Statements includes a full set of competence descriptors for each level of achievement for each grade, ranging from Level 6
(Outstanding) to Level 1 (Inadequate). In practice, these descriptors were never used,
as it was unclear how they should be applied. No such descriptors appear in the CAPS
document.
Clearly an attempt has been made in the CAPS to simplify the fairly elaborate approach
taken in the NCS. Although this has been necessary in order to reduce the complexity
and administrative load caused by assessment under the NCS, it does raise the question
of whether valuable insights available through the more nuanced NCS approach to assessment, may have been lost in the process.

1.3.9 Curriculum integration
All of the evaluation teams, without exception, found the level of integration between
subjects in the FET Phase to be low for the CAPS, with little or no explicit mention of reference to fields of learning in other subjects. In the NCS the explicit mention of integration
between subjects was only marginally greater than in the CAPS in History, English HL and
English FAL. In all other subjects the NCS showed a similarly low level of integration with
other subjects, in spite of the stated intention of cross-subject integration.
No clear trends were evident from the findings regarding the level of integration between
the subjects and the everyday (general) knowledge of learners at their stage of development and in their contexts, since the subjects have varying degrees of applicability to
everyday life. Some subjects, such as Mathematical Literacy and Accounting, have a
natural link with the everyday world, and these evaluation teams hence reported a high
level of integration with learners’ everyday lives for both the NCS and the CAPS. Other
subjects, namely Economics, Physical Sciences, Life Sciences, English FAL and English HL,
reported a drop in the level of integration with everyday knowledge from the NCS to
the CAPS. The only visible trend in the findings was that none of the subject evaluation
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teams reported an increase in the level of integration with everyday life in the move to
the CAPS.
The evaluation teams found that the CAPS subject documents as having much clearer
discipline-boundaries than those of the NCS. This satisfies the recommendation in the DoE
report (2009) for ‘statements which are clear, succinct, unambiguous, measurable, and
based on essential learning as represented by subject disciplines’ (p 49).

1.3.10 Curriculum coherence
The evaluation teams found that the NCS shows clear evidence of an intention for horizontal coherence, in its description of integration and its definition of subjects: ‘Integration is achieved within and across subjects and fields of learning. The integration of knowledge and skills across subjects and terrains of practice is crucial for achieving applied
competence … In an outcomes-based curriculum like the NCS, subject boundaries are
blurred. Knowledge integrates theory, skills and values. Subjects are viewed as dynamic,
always responding to new and diverse knowledge, including knowledge that traditionally has been excluded from the formal curriculum’ (DoE, 2003, pp 8, 11). However, this horizontal coherence was not achieved in practice in the NCS, as is evidenced by the lack
of explicit guidance for teachers on how to achieve this integration across subjects. Instead, most of the subject evaluation teams commented on the strong discipline-based
approach to knowledge in the NCS, which suggests a vertically aligned curriculum structure. This shows a lack of coherence between the stated intention and the actual course
structure of the NCS.
The low level of integration between subjects in the CAPS, as mentioned previously, indicates that horizontal coherence is not a design feature of the CAPS documents. The
CAPS has a strong discipline-based approach to knowledge within the subjects, as reported by all of the evaluation teams except English FAL and Mathematical Literacy. (It
is appropriate that these two subjects are not strongly discipline-based, as they are both
subjects which aim to develop literary competence in their respective fields, rather than
being disciplines in their own right.) It can therefore be inferred that the CAPS shows a
clear and coherent vertical alignment, which is evidenced by the clearly demarcated
subject boundaries, and the strong discipline-based approach within the subjects. This
brings clarity for teachers and learners regarding the exact terminology, content and skill
requirements within each discipline. This will lead to a more rigorous induction into the
discourse of each discipline for teachers and learners than a more horizontally aligned
curriculum would allow. A vertically aligned curriculum does not bring about an explicit
development of the ability of a learner to transfer concepts and skills between subjects
and into the everyday world.
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1.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT
The majority of the evaluation teams agreed that the structured outline of content and
activities in the CAPS is more likely to facilitate the development of sound knowledge
and skills than the more open, non-prescriptive approach of the NCS. The CAPS is therefore, on the whole, a more suitable curriculum for the current South African educational
context. However, the English FAL evaluation team noted that: ‘The CAPS is based on
conflicting assumptions about teacher expertise. The overt assumptions are that teachers cannot, or should not have to, develop their own teaching plans, and thus they are
provided with these. This suggests that the CAPS assumes that teachers do not have
the expertise (or time) necessary to develop their own teaching programmes. However,
there are so many gaps in the teaching plan, and there is so little specification about
depth or progression, that it would require a highly skilled and competent teacher to
identify such gaps and failures of logic, and take steps to mediate the plans to address
these problems’.
In addition, some of the evaluation teams expressed concern over the lack of availability
of the necessary resources for implementing the CAPS:
•

The Economics evaluation team raised the concern that the required learner support materials (such as magazines, newspapers, statistical data and the internet)
are not available in all South African classrooms.

•

Both of the experimental science subjects, namely Physical Sciences and Life Sciences, quoted statistics that fewer than 5% of South African schools have equipped,
functional laboratories (Equal Education, 2012). Both evaluation teams raised the
concern that the CAPS is unlikely to be able to be fully implemented in the vast
majority of South African schools, given the specialised nature of the equipment
required for the prescribed classroom activities in the CAPS.

1.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
Each of the subject evaluation teams made specific recommendations for the CAPS for
their subject. The following general recommendations are made with the intention of
strengthening the CAPS:
•

The silence on the role of the teacher in the CAPS documents is concerning. The
place of the teacher in the learning process needs to be clearly acknowledged
and articulated in the CAPS documents.

•

Since there has been an implicit shift in the underlying pedagogy from a learner-centred to a teacher-centred approach, explicit guidance should be given on
what this shift means in terms of the choice of teaching strategies.
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•

The findings of the evaluation teams show that three of the curricula require urgent
attention:
o The Mathematics CAPS is deemed by the evaluation team to be significantly
more demanding than the NCS, since the CAPS content exceeds that of the
NCS in both breadth and depth. This is of great concern, since the NCS Mathematics was already experienced as challenging for a significant portion of the
learners. The Mathematics document therefore requires revision to ensure that
there is appropriate provisioning of Mathematics for all learners wanting to take
Mathematics in the FET Phase.
o The English FAL CAPS is problematic, since not all of the topics mentioned in the
content overview in the CAPS are represented in the teaching plans that are provided. The evaluation team made the comment that ‘there are so many gaps in
the teaching plan, and there is so little specification about depth or progression,
that it would require a highly skilled and competent teacher to identify such gaps
and failures of logic, and take steps to mediate the plans to address these problems’. This is a consequence of the unrealistic breadth of content that is outlined
in the content overview. The selection of content in the overview therefore needs
revision. The teaching plans require reworking, to ensure internal consistency in
the CAPS, and to prevent superficial or incoherent implementation of the curriculum. Special attention needs to be paid to the ‘Language Structures’ section,
which, in particular, has major gaps and fails to progress logically.
o The English HL evaluation team found that the clarity of guidance provided in
the CAPS is undermined by the lack of guidance regarding the texts to be selected, and the relegation of the teaching of language structures and conventions to an appendix in the CAPS document. It is recommended that, in order to
provide clearer guidance to teachers, the teaching plans be revised as follows:

•

-

More explicit guidance should be provided on the nature and complexity of
texts to be selected.

-

The teaching of language structures should be integrated as part of the
teaching plan.

The CAPS documents require a thorough edit, as many of the subject evaluation
teams reported that there are numerous errors that appear throughout the documents, which could lead to confusion and erroneous interpretation of the curricula.
Many of the evaluation teams also commented on typographic and spelling errors
in various places throughout the document which require a thorough language edit.

1.6 CONCLUDING IDEAS
In the move from the NCS to the CAPS there has been a clear shift in the underpinning educational approach, from the OBE of the NCS, described as encouraging ‘a
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learner-centred and activity-based approach’ (DoE, 2003, p 7), to the approach in the
CAPS which is described as ‘an active and critical approach to learning, rather than rote
and uncritical learning of given truths’ (CAPS subject statements, 2011, p 4).In addition,
the CAPS has narrowed its focus to a more clearly discipline-specific approach, with
the exclusion of principles such as integration, portability and articulation, and with the
re-establishment of subject boundaries (as evidenced by the omission of any discussion
around the definition of the term ‘subjects’, and the omission of the NCS’s stated intention of blurring of subject boundaries).
There has also been a shift from the strong focus on groupwork that the NCS adopted,
to a focus on the learner taking individual responsibility for his/her learning, as evidenced
by the inclusion of the clause ‘work as individuals’ in the description of the type of learner
envisaged (CAPS subject statements, 2011, p 5).
Where the NCS explicitly states the teacher’s role as being (amongst other roles) the
interpreter and designer of learning programmes and associated classroom activities,
the design of the CAPS shifts this role, since the CAPS is itself a pre-designed learning
programme, with prescriptive classroom activities. This, together with the silence in the
introductory pages of the CAPS regarding the teacher, suggests that the role that the
teacher plays has become greatly diminished in the CAPS. The implication is that teachers operate at the level of implementers of a predetermined learning programme, rather
than having much flexibility in the design and adaptation of this learning programme to
the varying needs of learners.
The findings of the Ministerial Task Team, laid out in the DoE Report (2009), showed that
the expectation that teachers design their own learning programmes was strongly resisted by teachers and other respondents. Instead, the suggestion was that a more clearly
structured teaching plan be provided to enable teachers to ‘devote their energy to
delivering quality instruction’ (p 19). In this sense, the CAPS satisfies the recommendations
made in the report.
The findings of the subject evaluation teams show that, for the majority of subjects, the
content covered in the CAPS does not differ significantly in breadth or depth from the
content in the NCS. Exceptions to this are the following subjects:
•

Mathematics: The evaluation team found that the CAPS content exceeds that of the
NCS in both breadth and depth, and is thus likely to be experienced as ‘significantly
more demanding than the NCS’.

•

Life Sciences: The evaluation team found that, although the curriculum content has
been mostly repackaged in the transition from the NCS to the CAPS, there has been
some reduction in both breadth and depth of the content in the CAPS.

Most of the evaluation teams concluded that the CAPS documents are an improvement
over the NCS with regard to providing ‘statements which are clear, succinct, unambigu-
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ous, measurable, and based on essential learning as represented by subject disciplines’.
Exceptions to this are the following subjects:
•

English FAL: The content that is outlined in the content overview in the CAPS (pp
10-48 of the English FAL CAPS) is very broad, and consequently has led to a set of
teaching plans (pp 53-76 of the English FAL CAPS) which have not incorporated
all of the content in the teaching time available. As a result, there is a difference
between the topics which are included in the content overview and those represented in the teaching plans. This is likely to lead to confusion for teachers, and
probable variations in interpretations of the curriculum.

•

English HL: Although the evaluation team’s overall comment on the CAPS was favourable, in that the ‘core topics are fundamental to any course or syllabus intending to teach literacy, and include the development of writing, reading, listening
and grammatical skills’, the evaluation team indicated that the clarity of the guidance provided by the CAPS is undermined by the lack of guidance regarding the
texts to be selected, and the relegation of the teaching of language structures and
conventions to an appendix in the CAPS document, rather than integrating this as
part of the teaching plan.

The move from OBE has also resulted in a shift from a cooperative, discovery-based
learning, where the learner is a participant in the learning process, as a negotiator of
meaning, to content-driven learning, where the learner is a recipient of a body of pre-determined knowledge.
Based on the findings of the subject evaluation teams, it can be concluded that the
CAPS documents have a much more detailed level of specification of content than the
NCS documents. A consequence of this increased level of specification is that there has
been a shift in terms of the level at which the curriculum is aimed. According to the schema of curriculum levels discussed in the overview report, the NCS is set at the ‘macro’
level, since it focuses mainly around attainment levels, and the construction of the actual
educational programme is left to the teacher, while the CAPS has shifted to the ‘meso’
level, and even, to some extent, the ‘micro’ level, in that its structure is that of an instructional programme, with a detailed description of content, sequencing and pacing.
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2. Mathematical Literacy: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF
THE NCS AND CAPS FOR THE FET PHASE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Mathematical Literacy involves the mastery of elementary mathematical skills in order to
‘make sense of, participate in and contribute to the twenty-first century’ (Doc 2.1, p8, see
Section 2.2 for reference). The subject requires learners to read text, tables and graphs
with insight and understanding, to reason and make decisions, to analyse and draw
conclusions, to critique arguments and interpret complex representations of information.
All of these skills and competencies are for the express purpose of solving real life quantitative problems.
Mathematical Literacy is not another level or type of Mathematics. It differs from Mathematics in that the aim is not to solve problems of an abstract and theoretical nature,
using conceptual mathematical understanding and to master sophisticated techniques
and tools. The essence of Mathematical Literacy is to gain confidence and skills in navigating modern life with its complex financial transactions and contracts, global trade
and travel, statistics-based arguments and advertising, exchange rates, consumer pressure, and much more.
Mathematical Literacy does not have a long history in South Africa as it was only introduced in the FET phase at Grade 10 level in 2006. It was included in the FET curriculum
to give those learners who would drop Mathematics at the end of Grade 9 a useful,
challenging and highly relevant alternative. The 21st century requires that people have
both an understanding of and competency in quantitative and numeracy issues in a
wide range of contexts. Mathematical Literacy is entirely based on authentic, everyday
contexts, most of which are familiar to learners.

2.2 LIST OF DOCUMENTS REFERENCED
The evaluation team consulted six documents relating to the NCS and three documents
that define the CAPS. These are listed in Table 2 below. Each document is given a reference code which is used when referring to the document throughout the rest of this
report.
Table 2: Referenced documents
1 National Curriculum Statement
Department of Education. 2003. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12 (General):
Mathematical Literacy.

Doc 1.1

Department of Education. 2008. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12 (General):
Learning Programme Guidelines - Mathematical Literacy.

Doc 1.2

Department of Education. 2008. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12 (General):
Subject Assessment Guidelines - Mathematical Literacy.

Doc 1.3

Department of Education. 2008. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12: Examination Guidelines - Mathematical Literacy.

Doc 1.4
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Department of Education. 2008. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12: Teacher
Training Guidelines - Mathematical Literacy.

Doc 1.5

Department of Education. 2003. National Curriculum Statement for Grades 10-12 (General):
Overview.

Doc 1.6

2 Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement
Department of Basic Education. 2011. National Curriculum Statement (NCS) Curriculum and
Assessment Policy Statement (CAPS) Further Education and Training Phase Grades 10-12 Mathematical Literacy

Doc 2.1

Department of Basic Education. (n.d.) National Policy Pertaining to the Programme and Promotion Requirements of the National Curriculum Statement. Grades 10 – 12

Doc 2.2

Department of Basic Education. (n.d) National Protocol for Assessment. Grades 10 – 12.

Doc 2.3

2.3 BROAD CURRICULUM DESIGN, FORMAT AND USER-FRIENDLINESS OF
CURRICULUM DOCUMENTATION
The evaluation team undertook an assessment of the curriculum design for the NCS and
the CAPS, and also evaluated the user-friendliness, accessibility of language and alignment of the two curricula. Table 3 below summarises the findings.
Table 3: Broad design, format and user-friendliness
NCS

CAPS

6

3

Total number of pages (in subject-related documents)

262

233

User-friendliness (Good / Moderate / Poor)

Poor

Good

Accessibility of language (Good / Moderate / Poor)

Moderate

Good

Alignment (Good / Moderate / Poor)

Moderate

Good

Outcomes-based

Standards based /
Syllabus type

Number of documents (subject-related)

Central design principle (the technical curriculum design
aspect that organises the curriculum)

The broad curriculum design in the NCS is outcomes-based, whilst the CAPS has moved
away from an outcomes-based design, and has elements of both a ‘standards-based’
and a ‘syllabus’ curriculum design. In the CAPS there is not an explicit ‘emphasis on
teacher-directed, whole class teaching’ or ‘greater use of direct instruction and explicit
teaching’. However, the CAPS document does indicate in a few sentences how teachers should handle the teaching and learning of content using contexts (Doc 2.1, pp 8, 1213) and there are specific instances of ‘direct instruction’ to do with assessment, namely
‘divide the class into groups and each group is responsible for a sports activity…’ (Doc
2.1, p 71). In the CAPS ‘the curriculum descriptors are specific, easily understood, concise
and measurable’ (Doc 2.1, pp 21-95); the curriculum is ‘based on established disciplines /
categories of knowledge’ (Doc 2.1, p13), and the curriculum ‘relates to specific year levels’ (Doc 2.1, pp 11-14). All of these distinctions describe either a ‘standards approach’
or a ‘syllabus approach’ to curriculum design (Donnelly, 2007, Schmidt et al, 2005). In
summary the CAPS is extremely specific in design, with well-organized sections and good
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amplifications which make the document a useful manual for teachers’ use.
With respect to user-friendliness of curriculum documentation, the NCS was rated as
‘Poor’ for the reason that it has 6 documents compared to the 3 documents for the
CAPS. Teachers would experience difficulties in reading and understanding the contents
of so many documents in order to competently teach within the guidelines and ethos of
the curriculum in their daily teaching and learning situations. In addition, the organization and explanations within a single document are sometimes difficult to understand. For
example, in order to design a Learning Programme the teacher needs to consult 7 pages
of complex text describing three stages of development (Doc 1.2, pp 16-22). By contrast
the CAPS documentation consists of only 3 documents. All information relating specifically to Mathematical Literacy is in one document. The other two CAPS documents,
which deal with policy and assessment, are well designed. The table of contents of each
provides a useful guide to navigate the pages, by describing clearly and in detail what
is covered. Care has been taken in these two policy documents to define all technical
terms used in the documents.
In terms of accessibility of language, the NCS has been rated as ‘Moderate’. While most
of the documents use plain, direct language, at times the language is complex or obscure, or terms are ill-defined. For example, with regard to assessment, one of the documents describes four types of assessment, three methods of assessment, three methods
of collecting assessment evidence and two ways of recording and reporting. While these
assessment descriptors are in themselves valid and can be used, teachers who have to
implement the curriculum in the classroom would find the organization and terminology
of this section redundant, abstract and obscure rather than simple and straightforward
(Doc 1.1, 2003, pp 46-49).
Alignment in the NCS has been rated as ‘moderate’ because although it is sometimes
clear how some documents relate to one another, it is difficult to work out how successive versions of documents complement or relate to one another. Teachers would have
to be sure of the chronological order of the documents. With respect to assessment, a
teacher would have to read Chapter 4 in Doc 1.1, 35 pages in Doc 1.3 and 20 pages in
Doc 1.4 to understand fully what is required for assessment. There are also instances of
contradictions across the documents. For example, Doc 1.3, p15 suggests that exactly
25% of marks are allocated in either Paper 1and 2 for each of the Learning Outcomes
(LOs), whereas Doc 1.4, p 5 allocates approximately 25% (± 5%) to each Learning Outcome (LO). Hence, in the latter document, it is possible for one LO to be allocated 30%
of the marks and another one 20%. Another example of a contradiction in the NCS documents is the time allocation with respect to teaching Mathematical Literacy. Doc 1.6,
p21 shows a teaching time allocation per week of 5 hours, whilst Doc 1.2, p17 shows a
teaching time allocation of 4 hours per week. This is a difference of 32-36 hours per year.
In contrast, the CAPS documents do not reveal any obvious contradictions and the various documents complement and relate to each other well.
The evaluation team found that the broad design of the CAPS, with its clear and specif-
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ic format and user-friendliness, is an improvement on the NCS, with its large number of
documents containing some significant contradictions and vague descriptors and instructions.

2.4 CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES
Table 4 below lists the aims and objectives of both the NCS and the CAPS showing where
they are and are not aligned.
Table 4: Subject-specific aims / objectives of the curricula
NCS

CAPS

Objective number

Page number where
similar aspect identified

Use mathematical skills to identify, pose and solve problems

1

pp 8,9

Work collaboratively in teams

2

p5

Organise authentic activities in mathematical ways that
demonstrate sensitivity to personal/societal concerns

3

p5

Collect, analyse and organise quantitative data to evaluate and critique conclusions

4

p5

Communicate appropriately by using descriptions in words,
graphs, symbols, tables and diagrams

5

pp 5,9

Demonstrate a knowledge of the interrelatedness of systems

6

p5

Use mathematical literacy to ensure that science and
technology are applied responsibly to the environment
and to the health of others

7

pp 5,9

Use a variety of individual and co-operative strategies in
Mathematics

8

p9

Engage responsibly with quantitative arguments relating to
local, national and global issues

9

pp 4,8

Be sensitive to the aesthetic value of Mathematics

10

Explore the importance of mathematical literacy for career
opportunities

11

Realise that mathematical literacy contributes to entrepreneurial success

12

Objectives

Critically reflect on mathematical content in the media

p8

Use non-mathematical skills to make sense of situations

p8

Develop and practice decision-making skills

pp 5,9

In the NCS the twelve aims and objectives specific to Mathematical Literacy (numbered
1-12 in Table 3) are dealt with explicitly and in detail under the heading Purpose (Doc 1.1,
p 10). In listing them, the essential aspect of each is shown in bold. The CAPS does not
specify aims and objectives explicitly. In the CAPS the aims and objectives are implied
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in the General Aims of the South African Curriculum (Doc 2.1, pp 4, 5) and in the Section
called ‘What is Mathematical Literacy’? (Doc 2.1, pp 8-10).
The fact that the CAPS does not spesify subject specific aims and objectives made it difficult for the evaluation team to compare them in the two documents. It seems that the
NCS aims and objectives are more specific and more detailed than those of the CAPS.
While this may seem like a short-coming in the CAPS, the team was of the opinion that
some of the aims and objectives of the NCS are unrealistic, for instance, ‘be sensitive to
the aesthetic value of mathematics’.

2.5 CONTENT/SKILL COVERAGE
Comparison of the design of the two curricula: The team found that it was difficult to
compare the NCS and the CAPS as the structure of each curriculum and the terminology
used by each document is different.
In the NCS, the curriculum is described in terms of four LOs which each have several ASs.
The NCS also has a list of mathematical content for every LO in every grade which is to
be integrated into the teaching of the LOs (Doc 1.1, pp 38-42).
By contrast, the CAPS is described in terms of a list of Basic Skills and Application Topics (ATs). The Basic Skills ‘comprise elementary mathematical content/skills that learners
have already been exposed to in Grade 9’ (Doc 2.1 p 13). The Basic Skills are to be taught
in Grade 10 without reference to any real-life context. The Basic Skills are to be applied to
five ATs in which ‘Learners will use the content and/or skills outlined in the Basic Skills Topics
to understand situations and solve problems in scenarios comprising the five Application
Topics’ (Doc 2.1, p 21).
The terminology of the two curricula is not equivalent. In the CAPS, ATs comprise the contexts in which to use the Basic Skills (Doc 2.1, p 9) to solve real life problems. By marked
contrast, in the NCS, LOs suggest mathematical areas of learning ‘to enable learners
passing through the FET band to handle with confidence the Mathematics that affects
their lives’ (Doc 1.1, p 11). Every LO has specific sub-outcomes (called ASs). In each LO,
several contexts are suggested (Doc 1.1, pp 14-37).
Besides the difference in terminology of the curricula there is a more essential difference
of approach. In the NCS, mathematical skills and concepts are expressed implicitly in a
variety of contexts. In the CAPS important contexts are chosen because they use explicit
mathematical skills. Figure 1shows this in a diagrammatic way.
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NCS design
are expressed in

Mathematical Skills

real-life problems and contexts.

CAPS design
require

Real-life problems and situations

mathematical skills.

Figure1: NCS and CAPS designs

This is why it is difficult to map and compare elements of the two curricula. Figure 2 is
another representation of the difference in the organizational elements and design of
the two curricula. The diagram demonstrates how the four LOs of the NCS have been restructured into five ATs and Basic Skills which, although taught separately, are also incorporated into the ATs. The content of the NSC has not been redistributed in a one-to-one
transformation in the CAPS. The percentages in the blocks refer to the weighting given to
the final assessment in Grade 12.

NCS
LO1

LO2

LO3

LO4

Numbers

Relations

Space and
shapes

Data handling

25%

25%

25%

25%

AT1

AT2

AT3

AT4

AT5

Finance

Measurements

Maps, plans and
representations

Data handling

Probability

35% ±5

20% ±5

15% ±5

25% ±5

5%

Basic skills

CAPS

Figure2: The design and organisation of the NCS and CAPS Mathematical Literacy curricula
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A large part of Numbers and Functional Relations is covered in the Basic Skills topics. In
the NCS Functional Relationships is presented in an abstract way which makes it more
difficult than the way it is handled in the CAPS. Space and Shape (in NCS) is split into two
separate topics in CAPS, as is Data Handling. Therefore the matching of equivalent organizational elements of the two curricula is almost impossible.
To analyse the content/skills coverage of the NCS and CAPS, the team designed a table
(see Annexure A) using the core topics of the CAPS (Basic Skills and ATs) and evidence of
similar content/skills in the NCS document.
The evaluation team found that it was difficult to analyse the depth of topics without
considering this together with the breadth because of:
(i) The lack of comparability of terminology in the two curricula
(ii) The fact that so much of the content of the NCS is implicit and therefore subject to
interpretation
(iii) The fact that it is often the context of the content/skills that creates the depth of the
topics
This section concludes with a discussion of the overall qualitative comparison of breadth
and depth of the two curricula.

2.5.1 Breadth and depth
Basic breadth skills: The evaluation team found it difficult to identify basic skills in the NCS
document because they are implicit in the ASs and can only be inferred from the examples given (Doc 1.1, p 15). In the section headed Content and Contexts for the Attainment
of Assessment Standards (Doc 1.1, pp 38-42), there are lists of content associated with
each AS in every grade. While there is some overlap here with the Basic Skills of the CAPS,
the lists comprise only single words or phrases without amplification or explanation. In the
CAPS the Basic Skills are explicit, clearly listed and explained in detail (Doc 2.1, pp 26-46).
The effect of this is that the CAPS Basic Skills seem to have greater breadth than the NCS.
A minor exception in the difference in the specification of breadth is with the Operational
Laws, where the NCS specifies the Associative, Distributive and Commutative laws (Doc
1.1, p 14) and CAPS only the Distributive and Associative (Doc 2.1, p 29). However, the
CAPS states that learners must be able to ‘apply addition and multiplication facts’, Doc
2.1, p 29), which implies that the Commutative law is to be used.
Basic depth skills: The evaluation team found it hard to compare depth of the Basic Skills
found in the CAPS and the NCS, because of the difference in the structure and design of
the curricula. The NCS does not place great emphasis on the explicit teaching of basic
skills and assumes that the teacher knows which skills to use.
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The evaluation team noted that the CAPS specifies that a ‘basic four-function calculator’
(Doc 2.1, p 8) is required, but the NCS specifies that all learners must be able to ‘use computational tools competently (a scientific calculator is taken as the minimum’ (Doc1.1, p
11). In the NCS, the scientific calculator helps learners to do compound interest problems
at a greater depth than can be done with a non-scientific calculator.
In the next section, the ATs of the CAPS are discussed in terms of breadth and depth, and
compared with the relevant section of the NCS (note Data handling and Probability are
presented as two topics in the CAPS but only one in the NCS).
Finance breadth: There is greater breadth in the CAPS than the NCS, as it covers a broader scope by including two additional topics ‘financial documents’ and ‘tariff systems’
(Doc 2.1, p 49-50). The team could only find a single reference to ‘tariff systems’ in the
Learning Programme Guidelines of the NCS (Doc1.2, p 30). The CAPS goes into much
more detail about taxation (Doc 2.1, pp 58 – 59), (dealing with personal tax, UIF, pension
fund and medical aid) than the NCS does. Taxation is dealt with in the NCS in minimal
and vague manner (Doc 1.1, p 17).
Finance depth: The topic in the CAPS is clearly spelled out in more detail than in the NCS.
The depth in the CAPS is notable; however, in the NCS, so much is implied that the depth
is uncertain. However, in the NCS there is one topic which is done in greater depth than
in the CAPS.
Learners are required to use compound interest with a variety of interest periods calculated annually, bi-annually, quarterly and monthly. They are also required to calculate
the time period, interest rate and principle amount (Doc 1.1, p 16) which is mathematically more demanding. The team expressed concern at the inclusion in the NCS of time
period calculation in compound interest (which uses logs) as this is beyond the scope of
Mathematical Literacy.
By specifying that a scientific calculator is not required, the CAPS limits compound interest problems to a number of time periods not greater than 2. Whereas in the NCS, learners are required to use formulae to calculate simple and compound interest, in the CAPS
learners are expected to perform simple and compound interest calculations manually
using a basic calculator, pen and paper, and/or spread-sheets. Simple and compound
formulae have been excluded in the CAPS (Doc 2.1, p 54). This means that the problems
which are solved may be viewed as superficial and contrived, as car and home loans
are for periods of 5-25 years, rather than 2 years. It also means that interest periods like
daily, monthly, quarterly or bi-annual cannot be used. This is problematic and an undesirable result of the specification of a non-scientific calculator. Another implication of
the specification of a non-scientific calculator in the CAPS is that calculations with large
numbers like millions or billions are problematic. This will affect the type of problems that
can be addressed in Data Handling and Measurement. These two implications affect the
authenticity of mathematical problems which can be set in this topic.
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Measurement breadth: The coverage of this topic in the NCS is broader than in the CAPS.
It specifies the measurement of and calculations to do with more 2D polygons and 3D
solids (Doc 1.1, p 24-25) than the CAPS does. The NCS also includes the calculation of angles in order to do calculations to solve problems in 2D and 3D plans, which is a complex
mathematical competence (Doc 1.1, pp 24-25).
In one of the Measurement topics in the NCS, namely Perimeter, Area and Volume, learners are expected to solve both 2-D and 3-D problems. The similar topic in the CAPS has
as its primary focus working with 2-dimensional shapes and calculations of perimeter and
area of such shapes. Solving 3-D (volume) problems has been restricted to the volume of
rectangular boxes and cylinders in the CAPS (Doc 2.1, p 69).
Measurement depth: There is a greater depth in the NCS document than in the CAPS in
the use of Pythagoras’ Theorem to calculate the side of a triangle as well as doing calculations involving more complex solids, for example spheres and cones (Doc 1.1, p 25). This
highlights the evaluation team’s contention that the emphases in the NCS have complex
mathematical calculations, at the expense of real life problems.
Maps, plans and other representations of the physical world breadth: The four sub sections are covered fully in the CAPS document but not across all three grades in the NCS
document. For instance in Grade 10 there is no reference to maps, and in Grades 10 and
11 no reference to models.
The NCS Assessment Standard in Grade 12 involving models is complex and vague, namely ‘build a model of a school building based on a plan of the building’. No scaffolding or
guidance has been provided prior to this stage as to how to build a model (Doc 1.1, p 27).
Maps, Plans and other representations of the physical world depth: The CAPS document
introduces a lot more depth by introducing and building models in Grades 10 and 11
(Doc 2.1, p 80). There is great depth in only two of the sections in the NCS, and a gradual
increase in complexity in all four sections in the CAPS document.
Whereas the NCS does not treat Maps, plans and other representations as an isolated
topic, the CAPS introduces Maps, plans and other representations of the real world as
a stand-alone topic. This topic includes exploring 3-D models and packaging arrangements in the CAPS.
Data handling breadth: The NCS and the CAPS in this topic are of equal breadth.
Data handling depth: The NCS goes to a greater depth in some sections in Data handling,
e.g. representing data by line of best fit, standard deviation, Ogive curves and variance
(Doc 1.1, pp 33-35). The CAPS has removed these topics because they involve complex
mathematical skills and the use of a scientific calculator. In the NCS, calculation of percentiles is required (Doc 1.1, p 35), whereas in the CAPS (Doc 2.1, p 84) only interpretation
of percentiles is required.
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Probability breadth: The breadth in Probability is comparable in the CAPS and the NCS,
although the CAPS diversifies into many more contexts than the NCS.
Probability depth: Expression of probability for certain outcomes is done at greater depth
in the CAPS, whereas it is only dealt with in Grade 10 in the NCS. Representations for determining possible outcomes are also dealt with over 3 years in the CAPS and only dealt
with in Grade 11 in the NCS. These give the CAPS greater depth. However, the CAPS only
requires the interpretation of tree-diagrams and two-way tables whereas the NCS document required the actual drawing of these presentations, which is a more complex skill. In
the CAPS probability is explored through games and weather forecasts. National lotteries
and gambling are introduced as well as risk assessments and articles from newspapers
that refer to probabilities.
The following is a list of the topics or sections that have been omitted from the CAPS:
•

Scientific notation

•

Financial indices

•

Pythagoras’ Theorem

•

Cones and spheres

•

Standard deviation and variance

•

Line of best fit

•

Cumulative frequency and Ogives

•

Optimal values for two discrete variables subject to two or more constraints (linear
programming)

•

Solving equations simultaneously using algebraic methods

•

Quadratic functions

•

Latitude and longitude

•

Time zones

•

Trigonometry, including angle sizes from 0 - 360 º

•

Transformation geometry

•

Geometrical plane figures and tessellations

These omissions in CAPS are all justified, as the team were of the opinion that, with the exception of line of best fit, cumulative frequency, latitude and longitude and time zones,
there is little relevance to everyday life scenarios in the topics or sections.
Overall depth of the NCS: The NCS includes calculations at a great depth of mathematical complexity, as can be seen by the list of topics excluded from assessment but which
are part of the NCS. It would seem that the NCS defines its depth by the mathematics
involved, rather than the depth of problem-solving of a real-life situation.
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Overall depth of the CAPS: The CAPS goes into greater depth than in the NCS in the areas
of application in which Mathematics is involved. Learners are required to understand the
practical application of mathematical skills in any area at a greater depth.
Overall comparison of breadth in the NCS and the CAPS: Table 5 below shows the comparison in broad outline of the breadth in the NCS and the CAPS. In the table Yes (Y)
refers to coverage of the topic and No (N) refers to omission of the topic. Content in
brackets is included in only that curriculum.
Table 5: Content/ skills coverage: Breadth
Topic (Content/
skill)

NCS

CAPS

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Basic Skills

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Finance

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y
(VAT included)

Y
Measurement

Y

N

N

Maps, plans
and other
representations

Y

Y

Y

Data Handling

Y

Y

Y

Probability

Y

Y

Y

(Temperature
& time
calculations
introduced)

Y

Y

Y

(Packaging
arrangements)

(3-D models
introduced)

(3-D models
introduced)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

(Games &
weather
forecasts)

(Product claims
/tests where
results could be
inaccurate)

Y
(National
lotteries,
gambling risk
assessments
Introduced)

The breadth of the NCS and the CAPS are comparable. However, throughout the CAPS
the curriculum is highly specified and explained in great detail, compared to the abbreviated and often implied specification in the NCS. This gives the impression of a much
broader coverage in the CAPS.
Overall comparison of depth in the NCS and the CAPS: The evaluation team found it
challenging to allocate a degree of cognitive complexity to many of the topics, either by
virtue of their conceptual difficulty or calculations. In Mathematical Literacy the depth is
most often determined by the context and nature of the problem, not the area of learning. Some topics can be a routine procedure, multistep procedure or require high order
thinking, depending on the data used and the context of the problem. However, in the
opinion of the evaluation team, the sections associated with Measurements and Maps,
plans and representations are generally the conceptually more demanding topics to
understand. Those dealing with Numbers and Data handling are conceptually easier.
In one sense the NCS (Doc 1.1) has greater depth than the CAPS (Doc 2.1) because it
contains topics that require application of more complex mathematical skills. However
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it should be noted that the subsequent revised assessment and examination guidelines
(Doc1.3 and Doc 1.4) exclude these same applications of complex mathematics for assessment purposes from 2008 onwards.
It is the evaluation team’s opinion that the applications described above of complex
mathematics in the NCS are not appropriate for Mathematical Literacy and it is therefore
appropriate that the CAPS does not include them.
However, in another sense the CAPS goes into greater depth in almost every topic. Learners are expected to know more about the topic and to understand the complexity of
the authentic real life situation, more than in the NCS. For instance, the CAPS lays great
emphasis on the use of correct terminology and explains the terms fully. For example it
describes more than 30 terms to be understood and used in ‘financial documents’ (Doc
2.1, p 49). The NCS does not even refer to financial documents.
Another instance of greater depth of knowledge required by the CAPS than the NCS is
in the coverage of percentages. In the CAPS (Doc 2.1, p 34), 11 types of percentage
calculations are listed, compared with the NCS in which percentage is just mentioned as
one type of problem in an example in the NCS (Doc 1.1, p 14).

2.5.2 Specification of topics
Table 6 compares the degree of specification of the NCS and the CAPS and gives examples to justify the comparison.
Table 6: Degree of specification of topics
NCS

CAPS

Low

High

Example 1

An example of too little detail specified: Assessment Standard 11.2.2.:
Draw graphs as required by the
situations and problems being investigated. Only example given: Compare
cost of cell phone packages for different call intervals by drawing graphs of
cost against time. (Doc 1.1, p 23)

Very detailed content specified: Basic
Skills: Operations using numbers and
calculator skills – 15 bullets given of
the types of operations (Doc 2.1, p 29)

Example 2

An example of a vague and too
broad description: Assessment Standard 12.1.1:

Taxation as a topic is divided into
Income Tax and VAT, UIF and income
tax. For each grade specific source
documents are specified. The types of
calculations involving VAT and UIF are
specified. Two methods of calculating
‘price before VAT’ are also given.

Degree of specification

Correctly apply problem-solving and
calculation skills to situations and
problems dealt with.
Only example given: Work with issues
involving proportional representation
in voting (Doc 1.1, p 15)
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Doc 2.1, pp 58, 59)

There is a clear difference between the NCS and the CAPS with respect to specification
of the curriculum. The NCS has contracted assessment statements which lack detailed
descriptors of what exactly is to be assessed. An instance of lack of specification in the
NCS is ‘working with two or more relationships’. In Grade 10 it is not specified that only
single relationships are to be taught although the example implies it is (Doc 1.1, p22). In
another AS, the description of simple and compound interest is ambiguous about whether all the types of calculation apply to simple and compound interest or to simple interest
only (Doc1.1, p16).
Teachers who use the NCS would have only one or two, or even no examples (Doc 1.1,
pp 16-17(ASs 10.1.2 – 12.1.2)) of the type of problem to be solved. The problems are not
stated in a way that can be used in the classroom. This would mean that the textbook
writers would have to interpret the curriculum (with very little help from the curriculum
ASs) in order to provide the actual types of problems for the teacher to use.
By contrast, the CAPS is highly specific about the scope of every topic and the range of
problems associated with it. The detail with which the Basic Skills are described, leave no
uncertainty for the teacher using the CAPS as to what must be taught.
In the ATs, the scope of every topic is well defined and so is the purpose of every sub-section. Every sub-section of an AT contains the words ‘work with / identify / determine’ …. a
list of topics, followed by ‘in order to’… perform certain calculations, analyses, etc. Even
a teacher new to teaching Mathematical Literacy would have little difficulty understanding what is required in the teaching of the subject.
To give an idea of the high level of specification, the team looked at Measurement in
AT3. In this section, page 62 outlines 20 different contexts across Grades 10-12, in which
the practical measurement of length and distance, mass, volume and temperature
should happen in class (Doc 2.1, p 62). This is followed by four pages of content/skills to
be developed in the measurement of length and distance, mass, volume and temperature (Doc 2.1, pp 64-47).

2.5.3 Comment on the overall content/skills coverage
When comparing the CAPS with the NCS it was found that the CAPS provides more direction and support for teaching and learning of the subject (Doc 2.1, pp 8-127) compared
to the NCS, which lacks clarity and specific detail.
The NCS places great emphasis on complex mathematical calculations, for example
trigonometry, linear programming, standard deviations, ogives, variance, cones and
spheres, calculation of angle sizes, latitude, longitude and international time zones. This
type of abstract thinking would have had an impact on overall syllabus coverage and
time, because learners would have needed more time to master them and as a result,
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time would have to be taken from the teaching of other topics. For many learners this
type of complex thinking would prove to be too challenging. These topics have been
omitted from the CAPS (as has been noted above) and this is an improvement in the
view of the evaluation team.
These are also the topics that were excluded from assessment for the years 2008 onwards
(Doc 1.2, Revised assessment guidelines 2008). The implication of their exclusion is that
there is a significant difference between the intended NCS and the curriculum as it was
implemented by most schools and assessed at the end of Grade 12. There was also a
difference in implementation by different examining bodies.
The CAPS has a discipline-based component (Mathematics) in the Basic Skills section,
which provides the essential tools to tackle ATs. The skills of this section are essentially
some skills and concepts of Grade 9 Mathematics, with which both learners and teachers are familiar. However, the subject of Mathematical Literacy is not Mathematics, rather it is a ‘literacy’ or a competence or facility with quantitative problems in life. This is
made clear in the CAPS in that the problems are never contrived for the sake of using
Mathematics. This is an improvement over the NCS. The evaluation team found the CAPS
approach to be clearer and more understandable to the teaching and learning of this
relatively new subject.
In conclusion, although there is not much ‘new’ content listed in the CAPS, the document
is more explicit than the NCS about precisely what needs to be taught under each topic
and section. While the NCS contains vague ASs, the CAPS has specific achievable goals
in each topic. The NCS contains uncertainties regarding what is teachable content, for
example critical debates about socially responsible trade compared with the specific
guidelines stated in the CAPS. The NCS contains limited direction regarding suitable contexts while the CAPS provides helpful directions when choosing contexts. Furthermore,
the NCS contains contradictions on emphasis between Mathematics and real world applications while the CAPS suggests using authentic real life problems and using Mathematics to make sense of the world. The CAPS makes reference to the fact that real life
can be structured in non-mathematical ways.

2.6 CURRICULUM WEIGHTING AND EMPHASIS
2.6.1 Curriculum emphasis within the Phase (subject time allocation)
Table 7 compares the numbers of hours of teaching allocated in both curricula to Mathematical Literacy.
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Table 7: Subject time allocation
NCS

CAPS

Total classroom time allocated for Mathematical Literacy
in the phase (per week)

5 and 4 hours

4,5 hours

% of total classroom time allocated for all subjects in the
phase

16,95% and 14,04%

16,36%

The time allocation and weighting as suggested in the NCS is contradictory. In Doc 1.6 (p
21) the time allocation for Mathematical Literacy is 5 hours per week whereas all other
subjects have been given a weekly time allocation of 4,5 hours weekly, except Life Orientation with a time allocation of 2 hours. On the other hand Doc 1.2, p 17 indicates a
weekly time allocation of 4 hours weekly for Mathematical Literacy and all other subjects
are allocated 4,5 hours weekly, as in Doc 1.6.
The weekly time allocation and weighting of 4,5 hours as suggested in the CAPS (Doc
2.1, p 7) is the same as for subjects such as Home Language, First Additional Language
and Mathematics, whilst other subjects have been allocated less time. This is in line with
the position of Mathematical Literacy as part of Group A list of subjects for the FET phase
(Doc 2.2, p 43).

2.6.2 Curriculum emphasis within the subject (topic weighting)
The information for Table 8a (below) was obtained from the teaching time allocation
in examples of work schedules for each grade in Annexures 2, 3 and 4 of the NCS (Doc
1.2, pp 26, 31, 40) and for the CAPS (Doc 2.1, pp 15-20). In the table, the column headed
Across the Phase refers to the average teaching time as a percentage across the three
grades. There is no assessment weighting specified for Basic Skills.
In Table 8a the correlation between average teaching time weighting and percentage
allocation of marks in assessment is shaded in the table below as follows:
High correlation: If the average teaching time differs by less than 2,5% from the allocation
of marks
Low correlation: If the average teaching time differs by 2,5% or more from the allocation
of marks.
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Table 8a: Grade 10-12 Weighting per topic/emphasis within the subject
% time allocated in each curriculum
NCS
Central topics
[% marks in
assessment]

Gr 10

Gr 11

CAPS
Gr 12

Avg % across
the phase,
CORRELATION

Central topics
[% marks in
assessment]

Gr 10

Gr 11

Gr 12

Avg % across
the phase,
CORRELATION

Basic Skills
[0]

25

10

0

12

Numbers
[25]

25

18

28

23.5
HIGH

Finance
[35±5]

21

32

32

28
LOW

Functions &
relationships
[25]

24

24

23.5

23.5
HIGH

Measurement
[20±5]

18

23

20

20
HIGH

15

16

20

17
HIGH

Space, shape
& measurement
[25]

21

31

25

26
HIGH

Maps, plans
& representations of
physical world
[15±5]

Data handling
[25]

30

27

23.5

27
HIGH

Data Handling
[25±5]

15

13

20

16
LOW

Probability
[Min.5]

6

6

8

7
HIGH

Revision

0

0

0

3

2

2

Total no. of
teaching
weeks
(excl. revision)

36

36

32

33

31

25

NCS topic weighting across the Phase: In terms of the evaluation team’s definition of
correlation all four LOs have a high correlation with the percentage of marks awarded
in assessment.
In the evaluation team’s judgement, Functional Relationships (LO2) and Space, Shape
and Measurement (LO3) are conceptually the most difficult topics and Data Handling
(LO4) conceptually the easiest topic. It is therefore regrettable that LO2 received significantly less teaching time than LO4.
CAPS topic weighting across the Phase: There is a significant emphasis on Basic Skills which
are a prerequisite for all the other ATs. Most of this weighting is in Grade 10, which is the
appropriate year in which to focus on Basic Skills.
In the ATs, Finance (AT1) is weighted the highest across the phase with the emphasis being mostly in Grade11 and Grade12. This is an appropriate focus as this topic has been
considerably extended in the CAPS. It is also appropriate that Data Handling and Probability are weighted the least. In the evaluation team’s judgement learners have found
these topics easier than the others in the past. The evaluation team noted that there is a
significant focus on Data Handling in Grade 12 where more complex concepts like interpretation of quartiles and inter-quartile range, multiple sets of data and box-and-whisker
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plots are introduced. Learners are also expected in Grade 12 to develop opposing arguments using the same sets of data, which is a high order skill.
When comparing the weighting for topics in the CAPS to assessment of the topics, it
is noteworthy that there is a low correlation between topic weighting and assessment
weighting in Finance and Data Handling. The implication of this is that learners will not
receive sufficient tuition time to cover these topics. This will be a disadvantage since
these topics have a high mark allocation in the assessment of Mathematical Literacy. The
evaluation team considers the lack of teaching time for Finance and Data Handling to
be a serious shortfall.
In the CAPS, in addition to the suggested work schedules there is also a summary of the
number of weeks to be spent on each topic (Doc 2.1, p 15). This may cause confusion for
some teachers through having two different ways of allocating time to topics. Each topic
is allocated a range of number of weeks, i.e. Finance: 6-7 weeks. If the maximum number of weeks is used, the allocation to topics will be different from the Work Schedules
in the following pages (Doc 2.1, pp 16-20). The total number of weeks spent in teaching
per grade is also different. Table 8b below summarizes the allocation to topics from the
summary in the CAPS. However, if the average percentage of teaching time spent is
compared to that in Table 8a the difference is not significant.
Table 8b uses information from another page of the CAPS (Doc 2.1, p 15) to show the
allocation of teaching time across the phase.
Table 8b: Summary of the percentage of weeks allocated to each topic
Topic

Percentage of time allocated to topic
Gr 10

Basic Skills Topics

Application Skills

Gr 11

Gr 12

Average
percentage
across the
phase

Numbers & calculations with numbers

16

0

0

5

Patterns, relationships and representations

11

11

0

7

Finance

19

29

32

27

Measurement

19

23

21.5

21

Maps, plans and other representations of the
physical world

16

17

18

17

Data Handling

14

14

21.5

17

Probability

5

6

7

6

37

35

28

Total number of teaching weeks in each Grade

Comparison across the phase: Because of the differences in design of the two curricula
it was difficult to compare the LOs of the NCS with the ATs of the CAPS. Within the NCS
Numbers is largely embedded in the other three LOs. In the CAPS Basic Skills are taught
separately as well as embedded in all four ATs.
In the NCS Finance is only one small component of Numbers (LO1) which takes 24% of
teaching time, whereas Finance (as a single AT) in CAPS is allocated 28% of teaching
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time. The implication of this difference of emphasis is that much more time is spent on
Finance across the phase in the CAPS than in the NCS.
The evaluation team considered this to be an improvement on the NCS approach. However, the teaching time allocated to Finance should be correlated more closely with the
weighting given to the topic in assessment.
The broad learning area of Measurement, Space, Shape, Plans and Maps is treated very
differently in NCS and CAPS. In NCS it is covered by Learning Outcome 3 which is allocated 26% of the teaching time across the phase. In the CAPS it is covered by ATs 2 and 3
which are allocated a combined 37% of teaching time. This is a significant shift and one
which the evaluation team felt is an improvement on NCS as this learning area is conceptually difficult for most learners.

2.7 CURRICULUM PACING
Table 9 summarizes the level of specification in the two curricula of the pacing of teaching. The specification of pacing and the pacing itself are then discussed in more detail.
Table 9: Specification of pacing, and level of pacing in the NCS and the CAPS
NCS
Level of specification of
High
pacing

CAPS
Moderate

Rationale / justification

Examples of work schedules are very
detailed for every week. (Doc 1.2, p
23-46)

Suggested work schedules specify
broad content for every week. (Doc
1.2, p 16-20) A summary of the number of weeks spent on each topic is
also provided (DOC 2.1, p15). These
two sources of pacing are not in total
agreement.

Level of pacing itself

Moderate

Moderate

Rationale / justification

While Functional Relationships is conceptually difficult and needs a slower
pace and more time, Data Handling is
familiar and conceptually easier and
does not need much time. These two
imbalances of pacing compensate
each other overall.

Based on an overall impression from
Table 8b, not on detailed specification
of content to be taught per week per
grade.

Comparison of the specification of pacing in the NCS and the CAPS: The NCS gives excellent examples of work schedules for each grade for Mathematical Literacy. The schedules cover 40 weeks of the year, which include revision and examination time. The actual teaching time is calculated as 36 weeks for Grade 10, 36 weeks for Grade 11 and
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25 weeks for Grade 12. Both Grades 10 and 11 are allocated 2 weeks for revision and
examinations. In Grade 12 there are 3 weeks allocated to revision (Doc 1.2, pp 23-46).
Suggested contexts for the problems are given. Assessment tasks are specified as well as
resources needed for every section (Doc 1.2, pp 23-46).
By contrast, the work schedules in the CAPS do not cover all 40 weeks of the year. The
actual teaching time for Grade 10 is calculated as 34 weeks, for Grade 11 as 31 weeks
and for Grade 12 as 25 weeks (Doc 2.1, pp 16-19). With regard to revision, Grade10 has 3
weeks, Grade 11 has 2 weeks and Grade 12 has 2 weeks in the first half-year and an unspecified number in Term 4. No specific mention is made in the work schedules of a time
period for assessment or examinations. It may be inferred that the tenth week of every
term is to be used for assessment (Doc 2.1, pp 16-19). There is insufficient detail given in
the work schedules about the actual content to be taught or the resources needed for
the teaching. While the content is explained in great detail elsewhere (Doc 2.1, pp 26-95)
the teacher is required to either interpret what content to deal with in any week or use a
textbook which does this for him or her.
Comparison of pacing in the NCS and the CAPS: The pacing in the NCS is moderate.
There are however some weeks where the pacing might be considered too slow. For example, in weeks 7-8 (Doc 1.2, p 27) and in weeks 28-33 (Doc 1.2, p 29) the specified Data
Handling content in Grade 10 could be covered in less classroom time and some given
to learners to do as homework/research. Similarly in weeks 15-16 (Doc 1.2, p 32) and in
weeks 33-37 (Doc 1.2, p 34 ) the specified Data Handling content in Grade 11 could be
covered in less classroom time and some given to learners to do as homework/research.
The evaluation team was concerned by the fast pace of the sections dealing with Functional Relationships. For instance, only one week is given in Grade 10 to drawing graphs
and applying Mathematics to income and expenditure and the impact of interest, both
simple and compound (Doc 1.2, p 28). In Grade 11, two weeks is considered to be very
little time to cover cost price and selling price, profit margins, break-even points, optimal
ranges and relationships between variables (Doc 1.2, p 31).
The pacing in the CAPS is difficult to comment on because the content is not differentiated per week per grade. The grade content description does not state how long each
section and sub-section should take to teach. For example, Finance in Grade 10 should
take 6-7 weeks (Doc 2.1, p 15). The content for those weeks is described on eleven pages
(Doc 2.1, p 49-60). However the CAPS does not specify the pacing for each section. This
is true for all grades for ATs.
As a result of this it is not possible to compare the two curricula with respect to the pacing
of the two curricula. As a general comment based on Table 8b it appears that the CAPS
allows too much time for the teaching of Data Handling and Probability, and possibly too
little time for Finance. However, this is just an overall impression. Finer detail of the pacing
of smaller sections is not given in the CAPS.
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2.8 CURRICULUM SEQUENCING AND PROGRESSION
2.8.1 Specification of sequence
Table 10 shows the comparison of the levels of specification of the sequencing of the two
curricula.
Table 10: Specification of sequencing
NCS
Level of specification

Moderate
The rationale for teaching some topics
is unclear, as some are taught in only
one grade, and not developed in the
higher grades.

Rationale / justification

There are topics in the NCS document
which are dealt with in Grade 10 or 11,
but omitted in Grade 12, for example,
tree-diagrams and simple contingency
tables are dealt with in Grade 11, but
there is no mention of this in Grade 12
(Doc1.1, p 37).

CAPS
High
The CAPS sequencing is more purposeful than that of the NCS’s and related
to the need to introduce a topic in
one grade and then develop it in later
grade(s), for example the CAPS document introduces the tree-diagram and
two way tables in Grade 10 and deals
with these same topics in Grades 11
and 12 (Doc 2.1, p 93).

Degree of specification of sequencing in the NCS and the CAPS: In terms of topics and
sequencing, both curricula specify the order in which topics have to be taught within
each grade and across the phase. (Doc1.2, pp 26 – 45; Doc 2.1, pp 21 – 95). The curricula
are similar in indicating the number of weeks that need to be spent on each particular
topic in each grade, although the order or level of difficulty may differ (Doc 1.2, pp 26 –
45; Doc 2.1, p15).
The NCS lacks the flow of working from simple to more complex contexts. Some topics
are introduced without any prior knowledge or exposure in previous grades, for example
in the NCS the use and interpretation of scale drawings to estimate and calculate values
in order to build a 3D model are dealt with for the first time in Grade 12 (Doc 1.1, p 27),
whereas the CAPS deals with simple 3D models in Grade 10, building 3D scale models in
Grade 11 and more complex 3D models in Grade 12 (Doc 2.1, p 72).
There are topics in the NCS which are dealt with in Grade 10 or 11, but omitted in other
grades, for example, break-even analysis (Doc 1.1, p 21). Selling prices (Doc 1.1, p 17) are
introduced in Grade 11 but not dealt with in Grade 12. The CAPS introduces break-even
analysis and selling and cost price in Grade 11 and deals with the same topics in Grade
12 (Doc 2.1, p 48).
The CAPS indicates clearly that a topic taught in Grade 10 is relevant in Grades 11 and
12, for example, simple and compound interest are introduced in Grade 10, but are also
taught in Grades 11 and 12 (Doc 2.1, p 54 – 57). The NCS indicates that simple and compound interest with period changes ought to be done in Grade 10 only (Doc1.1, p 16).
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In summary the CAPS sequencing is more purposeful and related to the need to introduce a topic in one grade and then develop it in later grade(s). This is well described
in the documents. The NCS, on the other hand, seems at times to have no rationale for
teaching a topic only once in a grade and then not developing or building on it.

2.8.2 Indication of progression
Table 11 compares the progression within the grades and across the phase in the NCS
and the CAPS.
Table 11: Indication of progression – within and across grades
NCS
Level of indication

Weak

Strong

Rationale / justification

For example, learners are required
to construct models for the first
time and then to scale, in Grade
12 (Doc 1.1, p 27).

The CAPS gradually introduces
most topics from Grade 10, and
these are extended to Grade
11 and 12, with a progression of
difficulty inherent in more complex contexts, which makes the
increasing level of difficulty more
manageable. For instance, measuring mass (Doc 2.1, pp 65-66).

Level of indication

Weak

Strong

Rationale / justification

For example, in the NCS document, ASs10.1, 11.1 and 12.1 do
not actually demonstrate progression in problem solving. In
fact some of the examples in the
AS10.1 seem more difficult than
the ones in AS11.1.

In the CAPS document the level
of complexity increases each year
and is explicitly stated. For example, with respect to Data Handling,
in Grade 10 learners are required
to work ‘with single sets of data’,
in Grade 11 learners are expected
‘to use two sets of data’ and in
Grade 12 ‘to use multiple sets of
data’ (Doc2.1, p 82).

Within grades
Across grades

CAPS

The progression of level of difficulty in the NCS is not consistent nor well specified. For
example, calculations involving Value added tax (VAT) seem to be omitted from the
NCS in all grades, but the curriculum indicates that the effects of taxation have to be
analysed and critically interpreted in a wide variety of financial situations (Doc 1.1, p 17).
It is unclear whether the teacher should assume that this includes VAT. The CAPS is more
specific: Taxation calculations are introduced in Grade 10 and gradually increased in difficulty in Grade 11 (e.g. VAT, Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF), Pay as You Earn (PAYE)
and Standard Income Tax on Employees (SITE)) and Grade 12 when personal taxation
(e.g. tax rate tables, income tax forms and tax deductions) is introduced (Doc 2.1, p 49).
The fact that some topics are introduced only in Grade 12 in the NCS indicates a lack of
progression across the phase. It also makes the level of difficulty greater as learners have
less time to practise the skills necessary to meet the assessment requirements. For example, learners are required to construct models for the first time and to scale, in Grade 12
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(Doc 1.1, p 27). The CAPS gradually introduces most topics from Grade 10, and these are
extended to Grades 11 and 12, with a progression of difficulty inherent in more complex
contexts, which makes the increasing level of difficulty more manageable. For instance, in
Patterns and Relationships learners are expected to use a single relationship in Grade 10,
two relationships in Grade 11 and two or more relationships in Grade 12 (Doc 2.1, p 36).
There are topics in the NCS which are dealt with in Grade 10 or 11, but omitted in other grades. This makes it difficult for teachers and learners as a topic is dealt with in one
grade but never again. For example in the NCS Grade 10, learners are required to learn
to express probability values in terms of fractions, ratios and percentages (Doc 1.1, p 36),
and then the expression of probability is not specifically dealt with again in Grade 11 and
12 (Doc 1.1, p 37). The CAPS shows a progression in handling expressions of probability in
Grades 10, 11 and 12 at different levels of difficulty (Doc 2.1, p 90).
Although similar content is taught in both curricula, the order and level of difficulty is
vague in the NCS and clearer in the CAPS. For example in the NCS, ASs 10.1, 11.1 and
12.1 do not actually demonstrate progression in problem solving. In fact some of the examples in the AS10.1 seem more difficult than the ones in AS11.1. In AS12.1 learners are
simply expected to ‘correctly apply problem-solving and calculation skills to situations
and problems dealt with’ (Doc1.1, p 15) without the document specifying a context or
type of problem. There is no indication of the degree of complexity of the problems, only
a vague general instruction.
The CAPS, on the other hand, states explicitly that, in a certain topic, learners have to
identify and perform calculations involving income, expenditure, profit and loss values in
order to manage finances in a household, for a trip or for personal projects (Doc 2.1, p
51). These types of calculations are made progressively more difficult by a more complex
context in each grade.
In the NCS the description of the topics across the three grades does not always show a
clear progression in the level of complexity or difficulty at which topics are to be taught.
For example, the AS 11.4.1 is exactly the same as AS 12.4.1 (Doc1.1, p 31). Grade 11
and Grade 12 learners are expected to ‘use appropriate statistical methods, select a
representative sample from a population and compare data from different sources and
samples’. While the examples given are different, they are not more difficult in Grade 12.
Hence the progression in the NCS from one grade to another is not always apparent.
By contrast, in the CAPS the same criteria are given but the level of complexity increases
each year. For example, in Grade 10 learners are required to work ‘with single sets of
data’, in Grade 11 learners are expected ‘to use two sets of data’ and in Grade 12 ‘to
use multiple sets of data’ (Doc 2.1, p 82).
In summary, progression is clearly evident in the CAPS throughout the Basic Skills and ATs.
By contrast the NCS does not have consistent, clear progression. In fact, with some content, the layering of content with respect to difficulty is not apparent.
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2.9 SPECIFICATION OF PEDAGOGIC APPROACHES
Table 12 compares the specified pedagogic approaches of the NCS and CAPS.
Table 12: Specified pedagogic approach
NCS

CAPS

Subject-specific pedagogic
approach

Outcomes-Based Education

Combination of constructivist/problem-based/ standards-based/direct
instruction approaches

Level of indication

High

Low/Moderate

Specification of pedagogic approach in the NCS: The declared pedagogic approach of
the NCS is Outcomes-Based. This is supported by the following quotes:
•

‘Outcomes-Based Education forms the foundation for the curriculum in South Africa. It strives to enable all learners to reach their maximum learning potential by
setting the LOs to be achieved by the end of the education process.’ (Doc1.1, p 2)

•

‘In an Outcomes-Based curriculum like the NCS Grades R-12 (General), subject
boundaries are blurred.’ (Doc 1.1, p 6)

•

‘In line with the principles of outcome-based assessment, all assessment – both schoolbased and external – should primarily be criterion-referenced.’ (Doc 1.1, p 51)

•

‘The focus of Mathematical Literacy is the development of skills, knowledge, attitudes and values related to the use of Mathematics in authentic everyday situations.’ (Doc 1.2, p 9)

Throughout the documents use is made of Outcomes-Based Education terminology such
as the teacher being ‘a mediator of learning’ (Doc 1.1, p 5) and reference to ‘learner-centred’ activities (Doc 1.1, p 2). Even the Work Schedules are to be divided into ‘units
of deliverable learning experiences’, rather than any reference to content (Doc 1.2, p 5).
In the overview of the National Curriculum Statement for Grades R-12 there seems to be
an implicit assumption that teachers will perform the role more of facilitators than active initiators of the education process. ‘In the teaching and learning of Mathematical
Literacy, learners will be provided with opportunities to engage with real-life problems
in different contexts, and so to consolidate and extend basic mathematical skills. Thus,
Mathematical Literacy will result in the ability to understand mathematical terminology and to make sense of numerical and spatial information communicated in tables,
graphs, diagrams and texts. Furthermore, Mathematical Literacy will develop the use of
basic mathematical skills in critically analysing situations and creatively solving everyday
problems’ (Doc 1.6, p 47).
This is also expressed in the weighting of marks for Continuous Assessment (Doc 1.3, p 14)
in which 15% of the marks in Grade 12 are awarded for investigations, and assignments,
which are presumably learner-centred tasks.
While it can be seen from the above that the overwhelming thrust of the NCS is an OutUmalusi 2014 | Mathematical Literacy
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come-based one, none-the-less, there are instances of other approaches.
The following quotes demonstrate a problem-based approach:
•

Furthermore Mathematical Literacy will develop the use of basic mathematical skills
in critically analysing situations and creatively solving everyday problems. (Doc 1.1,
p 9)

•

Learners should use mathematical content to solve problems that are contextually
based. (Doc 1.3, p 7)

•

… learners will be provided with opportunities to engage with real life problems in
different contexts and so consolidate and extend basic mathematical skills.’ (Doc
1.2, p 7)

By implication there is also reference to direct instruction, as in ‘When teaching and assessing Mathematical Literacy, teaching should avoid teaching and assessing in the absence of context’. (Doc 1.3, p 7)
There is very little guidance to teachers about how to actually achieve OBE in the classroom. The NCS has broad statements about OBE but very little practical, concrete advice
on how the teacher should behave. Apart from copies of the programme of 4 sessions of
a teacher-training workshop provided in Document 1.5, there is no actual explanation of
how to achieve OBE.
The only reference the evaluation team could find to guidelines regarding how to teach
any part of the curriculum is in Doc 1.2, pp 23 – 25 which provides specific guidance
for four weeks per grade in the form of extracts of a work schedule in order to guide
teachers. In this example a teacher is given an exemplar of lessons including lesson focus, activities and resources to be used in a sample of contexts. The actual pedagogic
approach is difficult to interpret from the document. It appears to be a direct instruction
approach. For the rest of the curriculum no explicit guidance regarding the preferred
pedagogic approach is given.
Specification of pedagogic approach in the CAPS: The CAPS does not spell out the pedagogic approach that teachers should take in teaching Mathematical Literacy. At best
the approach is implied in statements about how learners should learn. Four different
approaches are hinted at, namely a ‘constructivist’ approach, a ‘problem-based’ approach, a ‘standards-based approach’ and a ‘direct instruction’ approach. To what
extent any one of these approaches should be the dominant one is almost impossible to
glean from the documents.
A constructivist approach can be inferred from the following quotes:
•
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‘….. encouraging an active and critical approach to learning, rather than a rote
and uncritical learning of given truths’ (Doc 2.1, p 4)
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•

‘…….. the focus in Mathematical Literacy is on making sense of real-life contexts
and scenarios’ (Doc 2.1, p 8)

•

‘The Application Topics contain contexts related to scenarios involving daily life,
workplace and business environments, and wider social and national issues that
learners are expected to make sense of, and the content and skills needed to make
sense of those contexts.’ (Doc 2.1, p 13)

A ‘problem-based’ approach can be inferred from the following quotes:
•

‘Wherever possible, learners must be able to work with real-life problems and resources, rather than problems developed around semi-real, contrived and/or fictitious scenarios.’ (Doc 2.1, p 8)

•

‘The teaching and learning of Mathematical Literacy should thus provide opportunities to analyse problems and devise ways to work mathematically in solving such
problems.’ (Doc 2.1, p 8)

•

‘Mathematical Literacy develops a general set of skills needed to deal with a particular set of problems.’ (Doc 2.1, p 9)

•

‘As such, assessment tasks should require learners to take into account possible
non-mathematical considerations that may have a bearing on the desired outcome to a problem.’ (Doc 2.1, p 96)

A ‘standards-based’ approach can be inferred from the following quote:
•

‘High knowledge and high skills: the minimum standards of knowledge and skills to
be achieved at each grade are specified and set high, achievable standards in all
subjects.’ (Doc 2.1, p 4)

A ‘direct instruction’ approach can be inferred from the following quotes:
•

‘…..in the Mathematical Literacy classroom mathematical content should not be
taught in the absence of contexts.’ (Doc 2.1, p 8)

•

‘However, this ability to solve problems without guidance is not something that develops naturally, but rather should be demonstrated and nurtured from Grade 10 to
Grade 12.’ (Doc 2.1, p 12)

•

‘The inclusion of this content in this document provides teachers with the opportunity to revise important concepts… ‘ (Doc 2.1, p 13)

•

‘Use quartile and percentile values, together with various measuring instruments in
order to analyse the growth pattern of a baby/toddler and/or analyse the health
status of a child using calculated Body Mass Index values.’(Doc 2.1, p 85)

And finally, an example of a combined ‘direct instruction and constructivist’ approach:
•

‘Teachers need to design assessment tasks that provide learners with the opportunity to demonstrate both competence in mathematical content and the ability
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to use a variety of both mathematical and non-mathematical techniques and/ or
considerations to make sense of real-life, everyday, meaningful problems.’ (Doc
2.1, p 96)
The appropriateness of the approaches: The way in which the CAPS has dealt with the
specification of pedagogic approaches is appropriate, although lacking in specific instructions on how a teacher needs to convey the content and skills required. The NCS
gives guidance on how to teach (lesson focus, activities and resources) for only four
weeks of the whole phase (Doc1.2, pp 23 – 25). There are no instructions for the teachers
for the remaining weeks of the three grades on how to teach the topics, nor any guidance as to the levels of difficulty within respective grades.
The role of the teacher and the learner: The NCS assumes that teachers are able to plan,
design and construct material around various topics and ASs. ‘These include being mediators of learning, interpreters and designers of Learning Programmes and materials,
leaders, administrators and managers, scholars, researchers and lifelong learners, community members, citizens and pastors, assessors, and subject specialist’ (Doc1.1, p 5). In
comparison the CAPS implies that teachers have to plan their lessons according to the
given contexts and skills stipulated in the syllabus for each grade: ‘Possible assessment:
Investigation: Comparing direct and indirect proportion; choose two different authentic real-life scenarios involving direct proportion and inverse proportion; draw graphs to
represent each scenario; investigate, describe and explain the shapes of the graphs in
relation to each scenario’ (Doc 2.1, p 32). This example shows that the CAPS gives some
clear and precise instructions of possible teaching, learning and assessment approaches. This type of instruction or guidance could be more clearly explained throughout the
CAPS across all topics and grades.

2.10 ASSESSMENT GUIDANCE
Table 13 compares the guidance given with respect to internal assessment across the
two curricula.
Table 13: Assessment
NCS
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CAPS

Number of assessment tasks specified

8 per grade

8 per grade

Types of assessment
specified

5
Investigation
Assignment
Project
Control test
Examination

4
Investigation
Assignment
Control test
Examination
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Table 13: Assessment (continued)
NCS
Examples of domiGr 10 and 11
nant types of assess- 1 assignment
ment specified
2 investigations
1 project
2 control tests
2 examinations
(Tests and exams carry the most weight)

Specificity of assessment guidance

CAPS
Gr 10 and 11
2 assignments
2 investigations
2 control tests
2 examinations
(Tests and exams carry the most weight)

Grade 12
2 assignments
1 investigation / project
2 tests
3 examinations (Tests and exams carry
the most weight)

Grade 12
1 assignments
1 investigation
1 assignment / investigation
2 control tests
2 examinations
(Tests and exams carry the most weight)

Subject-specific

Subject-specific

Clarity of assessment High
guidance

High

Overview of assessment guidance: Both curricula are clear on assessment guidelines as
tabulated in the NCS (Doc 1.3, pp 10, 14) and the CAPS (Doc 2.1, pp 99 – 100). There are
eight required assessment tasks per grade in each curriculum. The NCS requires assessment tasks consisting of investigations, assignments, a project, tests and examinations.
The CAPS requires assessment tasks such as assignments, investigations, control tests and
examinations.
There is no external assessment in Grades 10 and 11 in the NCS and the CAPS. Both curricula for Grade 12 consist of both internal and external assessments allocating 75% to the
external examination and 25% to the internal assessment.
Similarities and differences in assessment guidelines: The only difference between the
two curricula is that the project is omitted in the CAPS assessment guidelines and replaced with an investigation or assignment. It was noted that the ‘tests’ in the NCS have
been renamed ‘control tests’ in the CAPS. The assessment guidance in both curricula is
subject-specific. Both curricula contain a clear and specific programme of assessment,
which leaves no room for ambiguity. There has been virtually no shift in the approach to
internal assessment from the NCS to the CAPS.
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2.11 CURRICULUM INTEGRATION
2.11.1 Integration between subjects
Table 14 compares the integration between subjects in the NCS and CAPS.
Table 14: Integration between subjects
NCS

CAPS

Level of integration

Low, with only one mention

Example 1
(Only one example found over
both curricula)

‘whether it is Dance, Design, Hospitality Studies, No example
Business Management or the Natural and Life
Sciences’ (Doc 1.2, p 9)

Low

Integration between different subjects
Although mention is made of integration with other subjects in the NCS, no practical or
specific guidance is given on how to integrate Mathematical Literacy into the various
subjects, for example ‘whether it is Dance, Design, Hospitality Studies, Business Management or the Natural and Life Sciences’ (Doc 1.2, p 9). Neither curriculum provides guidance to teachers on how to use Mathematical Literacy in a variety of other subjects.
However, by implication the variety of different contexts suggested in both curricula may
provide links to other subjects. The actual integration is left to the teacher to make the
links to other subjects.

2.11.2 Integration with the everyday world and knowledge of learners
Table 15 compares the integration between Mathematical Literacy and everyday knowledge.
Table 15: Integration between subject and everyday knowledge
NCS
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CAPS

Level of integration

High

High

Example 1

‘Use grids, including the Cartesian plane
and compass directions in order determine locations and describe relative
positions. For example local maps, seat
location in cinemas and stadiums and
room numbers in multi-levelled buildings’
(Doc1.1, p 27)

‘Complex projects involving measurement concepts integrated with content/
skills from other topics in both familiar
and unfamiliar contexts. Example using
plans of an RDP (Reconstruction and
Development Programme) house to determine quantities and cost of materials
for the house’ (Doc 2.1, p 62)
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Table 15: Integration between subject and everyday knowledge (continued)
Example 2

NCS

CAPS

‘Draw graphs as required by the situations and problems being investigated. For example compare costs of cell
phone packages for different call intervals by drawing graphs of cost against
time’ (Doc1.1, p 23)

‘Work with the following financial documents: household bills (e.g. electricity,
water, telephone, cell phone); shopping
documents (e.g. till slips, account statements); banking documents (e.g. bank
statements and fee structures)’ (Doc 2.1,
p 49)

There is a highly developed relationship between Mathematical Literacy and everyday
life in both the NCS and the CAPS. The formal knowledge as described in both curricula
is always found within the context of everyday life and general knowledge of all learners.
The world of personal life, work and communities are constantly referenced and forms
part of the knowledge specified in the curricula.

2.12 Curriculum Overview
2.12.1 Curriculum coherence
In the NCS: While there is obviously a structure to this curriculum there is also a lack of
explicit, clear, detailed explanation of what is to be covered in each grade. This makes
the curriculum seem disjointed and unconnected. Examples are given which seem inappropriate because of either the mathematical complexity or the grade in which they are
to be taught. For example, a fairly complex formula without any explicit mathematical
teaching in Grade 10 is introduced as a ‘simple formula’ namely A=P(1+i)n (Doc 1.1, p
14). Most Grade 10 learners would not find this simple! This lack of connectedness is also
expressed by the lack of progression, in many instances, with respect to difficulty. Often
different examples of the same work are given for each grade. In Learning Outcome 3.6
there is no difference between the wording of the work to be covered in Grade 10, 11 or
12 (Doc 1.1, pp 28-29).
The curriculum lacks coherence between mathematical skills and areas of learning. The
former are not explained fully but contracted to terse summary phrases like ‘Fractions,
decimals, percentages’ (Doc 1.1, p 38). There is no explicit direction as to how these skills
are embedded in the LOs.
The stated objectives are wide-ranging. Many are lofty and probably unattainable. There
is evidence in the curriculum of little coherence between stated objectives and what is to
be taught. For instance ‘Be sensitive to the aesthetic value of Mathematics’ and ‘Explore
the importance of mathematical literacy for career opportunities’ are not represented
in the LOs of the curriculum.
Overall the NCS lacks coherence and seems rather disjointed. Topics occur without development in prior grades, for example, building models to scale in Grade 12 (Doc 1.1, p
27). A sense of development of themes is not evident. Very little guidance is given about
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how to create problems of greater complexity across the phase (Doc 1.1, p 15).
In the CAPS: Within the CAPS there is a notable sense of coherence within the design. One
of the design features which promotes this coherence is the thread of contextual expansion which runs through all the ATs. Every topic is introduced in Grade 10 within the personal
and familiar household context of the learner, expanded to the context of the workplace
and business in Grade 11 and finally situated within a national and global context in Grade
12 (Doc 2.1, pp 21-24). In so doing the problems are made more challenging.
Another design feature which gives coherence to the curriculum is the explicit acknowledgement of the need to teach a wide range of basic mathematical skills as tools for
problem-solving in the ATs, separately and at the beginning of Grade 10. The purpose of
this is made explicit and the ATs encompass all the Basic Skills.
In terms of curriculum objectives there is coherence between the stated objectives and
their implementation. For example, the objective ‘Use non-mathematical skills to make
sense of situations’ is implemented in a possible assignment in Grade 10 which states
‘Keep a record of household income and expenditure for a time period’ (Doc 2.1, p
52). Another objective ‘Engage responsibly with quantitative arguments relating to local,
national and global issues’ is implemented in a possible assignment in Grade 12 which
states ‘Present the findings of the study (on risky behaviour) to the management, learners
and teachers of the school’ (Doc 2.1, p 89).
Another feature of the design which promotes coherence is the stated integration of
the ATs. Since the problems of Mathematical Literacy are real life ones, it is to be expected that Finance, Measurement and Maps, Plans etc. will be treated in one problem
or assignment. For example, in Grade 12 a possible assignment called ‘Planning a trip’
requires the learner to ‘plan a trip between two cities or countries, using maps, bus/train/
taxi/flight timetables, tariff tables, exchange rates and the fixed and running and operating costs’ (Doc 2.1, p 75).
The overarching logic of the design of CAPS is the way in which the key idea of using
basic mathematical skills to solve and make sense of practical real life problems is developed conceptually and contextually across the phase. The explicit specification of this
development is evident in that all Grade 10 topics are considered relevant to Grade 11
and Grade 12 (Doc 2.1, pp 54-57).

2.12.2 Implications for the South African context
The CAPS is a great improvement on the NCS. It handles the need for teaching basic
mathematical skills explicitly and in great detail (Doc 2.1, p 25-46). This is extremely helpful to teachers, especially those whose background is that of not being a Mathematics teacher, who include a substantial proportion of Mathematical Literacy teachers in
South Africa. For learners, the emphasis on basic mathematical skills is empowering and
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will give them a greater sense of confidence to tackle quantitative and numerical problems in the ATs.
The way in which the curriculum is laid out, section by section within the ATs (Doc 2.1, pp
47-95) is appropriate for the South African school context where often only one teacher
teaches Mathematical Literacy. Teachers will experience this curriculum as simpler to
read and understand and more supportive with its suggestions of assignment topics,
authentic detailed examples (throughout Doc 2.1, p 47-95), helpful introductory overviews of ATs (see Data Handling in Doc 2.1, p 81) and list of resources and teaching aids
for each AT (see Measurement in Doc 2.1 p 61). The range of contexts is accessible and
interesting to most learners, notwithstanding the diversity of the South African learner
population.
By contrast the NCS is not a helpful document for South African Mathematical Literacy
teachers. The complex mathematical skills, which are not fully explained and sometimes
only hinted at (AS 10.2.1 in Doc 1.1, p 20) would have been threatening for many teachers whose background was not that of being a Mathematical Literacy teacher.
In addition to the lack of explicitness of mathematical skills in the NCS, the ASs are often
abbreviated, abstract and unhelpful. For example AS12.2.1 states that learners are to
‘work with numerical data and formulae in a variety of real-life situations, in order to (i)
solve design and planning problems, and (ii) investigate situation of compound change,’
(Doc 1.1, p 21). It is not clear from that exactly what needs to be taught.
With regard to the learners the NCS might have seemed dense and vague and many
would have not been sure what was required of them. However, the contexts given as
examples are diverse and of interest across the spectrum of South African leaners.

2.12.3 Assumptions regarding teacher expertise
Considering the way in which the CAPS is laid out, it must be assumed that the purpose
of the document is to explain, scaffold, support and guide teachers’ understanding of
and teaching of Mathematical Literacy. The amount of detail in the Basic Skills section
(Doc 2.1, pp 25-46) is explicitly given to provide optimal guidance for teachers. Similarly,
the clarity of explanation of the sections of each AT provides an excellent framework for
teachers to use in their day-to day teaching. This usefulness is accentuated by the lists of
resources and teaching aids at the start of each AT. One of the evaluation team members who worked with teachers of Mathematical Literacy in rural schools, noted that the
CAPS would be a very teacher-friendly and useful guide to teaching the subject.
A very different basic assumption underlies the NCS. It assumes that every teacher of
Mathematical Literacy is a Mathematics teacher, which is not the case in South Africa.
Based on this assumption the mathematical skills are implicit and hinted at, and certainly
not explained nor foregrounded. The level of mathematical complexity in the curriculum,
for example in AS 12.4.3, variance, standard deviation (Doc 1.1, p 35), might have been
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threatening and bewildering for most teachers who are not from a Mathematics background. This factor alone might have made teachers and learners reluctant to cover
certain topics, and might have been highly demotivating for many teachers of Mathematical Literacy. Added to this is the lack of explication of the ASs and the scarcity of
examples in the LOs. This curriculum could not be said to be teacher-friendly.

2.13 Concluding remarks
The comparative analysis of the NCS and CAPS for Mathematical Literacy reveals a significant shift between the two curricula. In the evaluation team’s opinion the CAPS curriculum is not a ‘mere repackaging’ of the old curriculum. Although there are areas of
similarity, the essential design of CAPS is different.
Within the CAPS there is a notable sense of coherence within the design. One of the design features which promotes this coherence is the thread of contextual expansion which
runs through all the ATs. In the NCS the focus is on mathematical skills and concepts and
the LOs fit around these mathematical skills. Even the naming of Learning Outcome 2,
Functional Relationships, is a more mathematical term than a Mathematical Literacy
area of learning. To a large extent the NCS tries to find practical contexts in which to use
Mathematics and includes calculations at a great depth of mathematical complexity,
as can be seen by the list of topics excluded from CAPS which are present in the NCS.
The NCS defines its depth by the Mathematics involved, rather than the depth of problem-solving of a real-life situation.
By contrast, the CAPS recognises the need for equipping learners with mathematical tools,
hence the initial time spent on Basic Skills. The whole thrust of the curriculum is to forefront
the practical situations that 21st century people find themselves in that need a solution or
effective management, and then to ask ‘What mathematical tools are needed to do
this?’. The complexity of the problems are largely to do with the complexity of the context
and the understanding and accessibility of the information needed to solve it.
Figure 1, repeated below shows this in a diagrammatic way.

NCS design
Mathematical Skills

are expressed in

real-life problems and contexts.

CAPS design
Real-life problems and situations
Figure1: NCS and CAPS designs
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require

mathematical skills.

Because of the differing designs of the two curricula, it was difficult to compare the LOs
of the NCS with the ATs of the CAPS. Within the NCS Numbers is largely embedded in the
other three LOs. In CAPS Basic Skills are taught separately as well as embedded in all four
ATs. The terminology and organisation of the two curricula are different. This meant that a
systematic comparison of the content/skills was problematic. While the CAPS was explicit
in listing skills, content, topics, contexts, those elements in the NCS are largely implied or
given as examples. The team felt that the CAPS has good coherence with respect to
purpose, organisation and design. The same cannot be said of the NCS.
In the organisation of the ATs the CAPS has placed more emphasis on Finance across the
phase in the CAPS than in the NCS. The evaluation team considers this to be an improvement because of the relevance of this topic in everyday life. The broad learning area
of Measurement, Space, Shape, Plans and Maps is treated very differently in NCS and
CAPS. In NCS it is covered by Learning Outcome 3 which is allocated 26% of the teaching time across the phase. In the CAPS it is covered by ATs 2 and 3 which are allocated
a combined 37% of teaching time. This is a significant shift and one which the team felt
is an improvement on NCS as this learning area is conceptually difficult for most learners.
The team found that the broad design of the CAPS, its clear and specific format and
user-friendliness is an improvement on the NCS with its large number of documents containing some significant contradictions and far too vague descriptors and instructions.
The CAPS does not spell out its pedagogic approach. It is rather implied in statements
about how learners should learn. Four different approaches are hinted at, namely a ‘constructivist’ approach, a ‘problem-based’ approach, a ‘standards–based approach’ and
a ‘direct instruction’ approach. What is clear is that CAPS has moved away from the OBE
approach of the NCS.
While the NCS aims and objectives are more wide-ranging, specific and detailed than
those of the CAPS, the evaluation team noted that some of the NCS objectives are fairly unrealistic. The CAPS aims and objectives, on the other hand are focused and more
achievable. Two regrettable omissions in the CAPS, however, are any mention of collaborative work by learners and collecting, analysing and organising quantitative data.
Progression is clearly evident in the CAPS throughout the Basic Skills and ATs. Across the
phase the content and context is specified and becomes progressively more complex.
By contrast the NCS does not have consistent, clear progression. CAPS sequencing is also
more purposeful and related to the need to introduce a topic in one grade and then
develop it in later grade(s). This is well described in the documents. The NCS, on the other
hand, seems at times to have no justification for teaching a topic only once in a grade
and then never developing it or building on it.
Both curricula contain clear and specific programmes of internal assessment, which
leaves no room for ambiguity. There has been no shift in the approach to internal assessment from NCS to CAPS.
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There is a highly developed relationship between Mathematical Literacy and everyday
life both the NCS and CAPS. The formal knowledge as laid out in both curricula is always
found within the context of everyday life and general knowledge of all learners. The
world of personal life, work and communities are constantly referenced and forms part
of the knowledge specified in the curricula.
The CAPS is a great improvement on the NCS. It handles the need for teaching basic
mathematical skills explicitly and in great detail (Doc 2.1, pp 25-46). This is extremely helpful to teachers, (especially those whose background is that of not being Mathematics
teachers), who form a substantial proportion of Mathematical Literacy teachers in South
Africa. The CAPS guides teachers’ understanding of and teaching of Mathematical Literacy extremely well. The amount of detail in the Basic Skills section is explicitly given to
provide optimal help to teachers. The clarity of explanation of the sections of each AT
provides an excellent framework for teachers to use in their day-to day teaching. This
usefulness is accentuated by the lists of resources and teaching aids at the start of each
AT. One of the team members who worked with teachers of Mathematical Literacy in rural schools, noted that this curriculum would be a very teacher-friendly and useful guide
to teaching the subject.

2.14 RECOMMENDATIONS
Content issues
1. By specifying that a non-scientific calculator is not required, the CAPS document
limits compound interest problems to a number of time periods not greater than
2. In the NCS, learners were using formulae to calculate simple and compound
interest, but in the CAPS learners are expected to perform simple and compound
interest calculations manually using a basic calculator, pen and paper, and/or
spread-sheets. Simple and compound formulae have been excluded in the CAPS.
This omission creates the need for superficial and contrived examples, as car and
home loans are granted over periods of 5-25 years. Another result of the omission is
that interest periods like daily, monthly, quarterly, bi-annual cannot be calculated.
This is problematic and an undesirable implication of the specification of a non-scientific calculator. Another implication is that large numbers like millions or billions
are problematic to use in calculations. This will restrict the type of problems that can
be addressed in Data Handling and Measurement. These two implications affect
the authenticity of problems which can be undertaken in these topics and prevent
the use of authentic, real-life contexts. The evaluation team recommends that the
use of the scientific calculator should be re-instated.
2. The evaluation team recommends that the CAPS should give more detail on period
changes when dealing with compound interest.
3. The evaluation team feels that there would be value in including construction of
tree diagrams and two-way tables to help explain probability.
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Other aspects of the curriculum
4. The evaluation team recommends that the aims and objectives of Mathematical
Literacy should be clearly spelt out in the CAPS, as they are in the NCS. Currently,
the aims and objectives of the CAPS have to be inferred from the section headed
‘What is Mathematical Literacy?’ (Doc 2.1, pp 8-10) or interpreted from the General
Aims of the South African Curriculum (Doc 2.1, p 4).
5. When comparing the weighting of topics per assessment in the CAPS it may be
noted that there is a weak correlation between topic weighting and assessment
weighting for Finance. The implication of this is that learners will not receive sufficient
tuition time to cover this topic, which is conceptually difficult and important part
of their everyday life. The learners are disadvantaged by this, since this topic has a
high mark allocation in the assessment. The team considers the lack of teaching
time in Finance to be a serious shortfall.
6. However, the teaching time of Finance and Data Handling needs to correlate more
closely with the weighting given to the topic in assessment.
7. The CAPS should include a single outline of the teaching time allocation rather than
multiple versions with contradictions. This outline should specify time for teaching,
revision and examinations.
8. The pacing in CAPS is difficult to comment on because the content is not differentiated per week for any grade. The content description should be made grade
specific.
9. The way in which the CAPS document has dealt with the specification of pedagogic approaches is appropriate, although lacking specific instructions on exactly how
a teacher needs to convey the content and skills required. This type of instruction
or guidance to teachers should be more clearly explained throughout the CAPS
document across all topics and grades.
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3 MATHEMATICAL LITERACY: EXIT-LEVEL OUTCOMES FOR THE
FET PHASE CAPS
Tables 16a to 16e show the Mathematical Literacy topics across the phase and the exit-level skills associated with each topic.
Table 16a: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies): Basic skills
BASIC SKILLS
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Numbers and calculations of numbers Use basic numeric skills
Manipulate numbers proficiently
Interpret answers
Use basic calculator
Use appropriate terminology
Estimate anticipated solutions
Use appropriate notation
Patterns and relationships

Make sense of graphs
Draw and interpret graphs
Recognise patterns
Analyse and interpret multiple relationships
Translate between table, formula and graph

* Basic skills are introduced in Grade 10, but used throughout Grades 11 and 12.

Table 16b: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies): AT Finance
APPLICATION TOPIC: FINANCE
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Financial documents

Read and interpret complex financial documents and tables
Use financial terminology
Manage personal and business finance, including budgets
Use exchange rates
Calculate personal income tax
Interpret financial contracts and make appropriate decisions
Recognise impact of inflation
Solve financial problems relating to:
• Profit/loss and break-even point
• Income/expenditure
• Cost price/selling price
• Investment/loans
• Interest
• Tariff

Tariff systems
Income, expenditure, profit/loss,
statements, budgets
Cost and selling price
Break-even analysis
Interest
Banking, loans, investments
Inflation
Taxation
Exchange rates
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Table 16b: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies): AT Finance (continued)
APPLICATION TOPIC: MEASUREMENT
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Conversions

Use, recognise and convert appropriate units
Gain useful spatial and visual orientation
Solve spatial problems
Make informed decisions relating to space and shape
Gain practical experience in using measuring instruments
Recognise relationships between Fahrenheit and Celsius temperature scales
Recognise impact of temperature in everyday life
Estimate lengths, areas, time and quantities of materials
Solve practical problems of perimeter, area and volume involving
quantities and cost-effectiveness
Make decisions relating to cost-effectiveness
Become familiar with diverse representations of time
Plan trips or projects using time constraints

Measuring distance
Measuring mass
Measuring volume
Measuring temperature
Calculating perimeter, area and
volume
Time

Table 16c: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content/skills/competencies): AT Maps, plans and representations
APPLICATION TOPIC: MAPS, PLANS AND REPRESENTATIONS
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Scale

Read and interpret scales, maps and plans
Recognise need for accuracy
Estimate quantities and confirm by calculation
Use spatial and visual orientation effectively
Communicate position and direction
Solve packaging and spatial problems
Draw 2D and 3D plans accurately from various perspectives
Build 2D and 3D models to scale
Read, comprehend, interpret and write instructions

Maps
Plans
Models

Table 16d: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content/skills/competencies): AT Data handling
APPLICATION TOPIC: DATA HANDLING
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Developing questions

Read and interpret dense text and complex tables and graphs
Design appropriate instruments to collect data
Interpret and analyse data using various statistical measures
Recognise misleading statistics and biased statements in media
Calculate various statistical measures
Draw conclusions and make decisions from analysis of data
Choose appropriate representation of data
Identify trends and make predictions based on data
Write and communicate decisions, opinions and conclusions

Collecting data
Classifying and organising data
Summarising data
Representing data
Interpreting and analysing data
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Table 16e: Exit-level outcomes for FET (content/skills/competencies): AT Probability
APPLICATION TOPIC: PROBABILITY
FET Phase topic (CAPS)

Exit-level outcomes for FET (content / skills / competencies)

Expressions of probability

Realise that chance can be expressed as a numerical value
Explore probability in real life
Calculate theoretical probability
Use terminology of probability appropriately
Realise that probability is a theoretical value
Understand the difference between theoretical probability and
experience
Realise that probability in real life can depend on various factors
Interpret and identify misleading probability used in media
Realise that false negative results may be positive
Realise that risk assessment (e.g. insurance) is based on probability
Interpret representations of probability
Make informed decisions based on probability

Prediction
Representations for determining possible outcomes
Evaluating expressions involving probability

3.1.1	Exit-level omissions
In the Finance topic:
•

Because of the limitation placed on use of a basic calculator, it is difficult to work
with large numbers and exponents and this has implications for calculating compound interest. As a result of using only a basic calculator period changes in calculating compound interest are not considered. This limits problem solving to contrived problems and learners are not exposed to real life situations or problems.

•

Stokvel and funeral policies need to be foregrounded, because these topics are
appropriate and useful in the South African context.

•

There should be some discussion on the dangers of micro-lenders as South Africans
who are desperate to borrow money are often misled.

•

Greater emphasis should be placed on student loans for higher education since this
is a real need in South Africa.

In the Measurement topic:
•

Pythagoras’ theorem and right-angled triangular prisms could be useful (e.g.
pitched roof and water troughs).

•

Omission of International time zones is regrettable, as learners live in a ‘global village’ with impact on social networking and travelling.

In the Probability topic:
•
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Omission of drawing tree-diagrams and two-way tables is regrettable because it
helps learners calculate the probabilities themselves.
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3.1.2 Appropriateness of the emphasis of the content area
The emphasis placed on Basic Skills is relevant and very good to equip learners to deal
with the ATs. The evaluation team is of the opinion that none of the ATs are over-emphasised. Functional relationships are integrated throughout the curriculum, with the drawing
and interpretation of graphs in most of the topics, which is a good use of the concept.
The emphasis in the broad content area is on finance and spatial topics, which is a shift
from the NCS. The team believes that this is a positive change.

3.1.3 Appropriateness of the emphasis of the skills/competencies
The figure below shows the distribution of exit-level skills across the CAPS. It can be clearly
seen that the higher order skills of analysis, comprehension, interpretation, decision-making and drawing conclusions are most emphasized at the exit level. The team notes that
this is an appropriate emphasis because it achieves the stated goals of the subject, which
is to equip learners to live and function in a world that has many quantitative demands
and challenges. The evaluation team was of the opinion that this emphasis should be
maintained.

5%

1%

7%

10%

45%

Analyse, comprehend,
interpret, conclude, make
decisions, identify misleading information

22%

Read, write, communicate, use terminology
correctly

10%

Draw graphs of many
forms

10%

Solve problems involving
calculation

7%

Solve spatial problems

5%

Estimate, manipulate, use
numeric skills

1%

Manage financial matters

45%

10%

22%

Figure 3: Percentages of skills and competencies required at exit level for CAPS
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3.1.4 Emphasis in terms of cognitive skills
Figure 3 shows that higher order cognitive skills are emphasised at exit level. However,
it was not possible for the team to comment on the emphasis in terms of the cognitive
levels specified because in Mathematical Literacy the cognitive demand is evident only
in the assessment of the subject. Every topic can be assessed at every level of cognitive
demand by using different contexts.
In the CAPS the suggested distribution of marks according to the levels of the Mathematical Literacy taxonomy is shown in Table 17.
Table 17: Distribution of marks according to the levels of the Mathematical Literacy taxonomy in Formal
Assessment Tasks
Levels of the Mathematical Literacy assessment taxonomy
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Percentage of marks allocated
to each level

Level 1: Knowing

30% (±5%)

Level 2: Applying routine procedures in familiar contexts

30% (±5%)

Level 3: Applying multi-step procedures in a variety of contexts

20% (±5%)

Level 4: Reasoning and reflecting

20% (±5%)
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Grade 11

Grade 12

use drawings to
estimate values

interpreting
fractional parts
of an answer
not specified

interpreting
fractional parts
positive
exponents and
roots
not specified

fractional parts
positive
exponents
all including
commutative

squaring cubing
square rooting

only distributive and associative

squaring cubing
square rooting

squaring cubing
square rooting

estimations, basic operations, BODMAS, addition and
multiplication facts, mental arithmetic, calculator skills,
fractions

estimating
efficiently, use
drawings to
estimate values

estimating and
calculating
accurately using
mental, written
& calculator
methods

scientific calculator not required, only non-scientific
calculator

Operations using
numbers and calculator
skills

estimating and
calculating
accurately using
mental, written
& calculator
methods

not specified

working with
complex
formulae by
hand and
using scientific
calculator

not specified

interpreting
calculated
answers

number format, decimal comma, separator, positive,
negative, directional indicators, number conventions

interpreting and
communicating
results

Number formats and
conventions

interpreting
calculated
answers

reworking a
problem and
interpreting
answers

interpreting fractional parts of answers and calculated
answers, checking accuracy

Grade 10

communicate solutions using appropriate terminology,
state working and justify opinions

Grade 12

Communication

Grade 11

NCS

appropriateness, modify solution, rework answer,
recognise errors

Grade 10

CAPS

Interpreting answers

Basic Skills

SKILLS

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS

The table below lists the content/skills found in the CAPS across the three grades. The evaluation team has inferred
which mathematical skills from the NCS Learning Outcomes (LOs) in the three grades match the CAPS outcomes.
Text in bold italics is a comment regarding content or skills to be specifically noted in one of the curricula. Blank cells
labelled as “omitted” represent topics not covered in that grade or in that curriculum.

ANNEXURE A
MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE
NCS AND THE CAPS
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single
relationship

not done in
grade 10

Patterns and
relationships

Working with two or
more relationships

percentage notation and calculations

Percentages

more than two
relationships

estimation required in determining
values in tables and graphs

two relationships

fixed, linear, inverse, compound
and non-linear

rate notation, types of rates and calculations

Rates

fixed and linear

direct and inverse

Proportion

Making sense of graphs

basic ratio concepts and calculations

Grade 12

Ratios

Grade 11

types of rounding and the effect of rounding

Grade 10

CAPS

Rounding

Basic Skills (continued)

SKILLS

not specified
not specified

calculations
involving rates
calculations
involving
percentages

not clear

working with
numerical
data/formulae,
draw graphs
(dependent,
independent
variables, rate
of change) and
drawing graphs

working with
numerical
data/formulae,
draw graphs
(solve, design
and planning
problems) and
drawing graphs

work with more
than one graph

working with
numerical data/
formulae, draw
graphs (breakeven points,
optimal ranges)
and drawing
graphs

not specified

not specified

working with
numerical data/
formulae, draw
graphs (breakeven points,
optimal ranges)
and drawing
graphs

critically interpret tables and graphs

proportion
involving more
than 2 quantities

calculations
involving direct
and inverse
proportion
not specified

not specified

ratio involving
more than 2
quantities

calculations
involving ratios

Grade 12
not specified

Grade 11
significance of
rounding

Grade 10

NCS
not specified

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS
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CAPS
Grade 10

omitted

omitted

Inflation

bond
repayments

not done in
grade 10

not done in
Grade 10

Banking, loans,
investments

simple and
compound with
period changes

Exchange rates

personal/
household

Interest

VAT omitted

personal/
household
interest with
period changes
not specific

omitted

omitted

VAT

not done in
grade 10

Break-even analysis

personal/
household/
workplace/
business interest
with period
changes not
specific VAT UIF
applies to all
sections

personal/
household/
workplace/
business/
national/
global and
more complex
financial
scenarios /SARS
interest with
period changes
not specific VAT
UIF Income tax
applies to all
sections

income
expenditure
budgets

Taxation

personal/
household

Cost selling price

Income, expenditure,
profit/loss, statements,
budgets

personal/
household

omitted

Grade 12

Tariff systems

Grade 11
omitted

Grade 10

Financial documents

Finance

SKILLS

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS
NCS

foreign
exchange

VAT omitted

omitted

repayments of
loan

currencies
socially
responsible trade

tax

inflation CPI

personal
business finances
credit options
investments

changing
interest rates and
interest offerings

omitted

break even
points

omitted

omitted

personal and
business finance

Grade 12

selling cost price

checking
statements
income
expenditure
statements profit
margin

Grade 11
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converting units
of measurement
(metric)

Grade 10

interpreting
television, bus or
train time tables
and limited to
simple tasks in
household

not required

Time

Angle sizes

angle sizes 0 - 360

inferred from
example

perimeter
area polygons,
volume and
surface area of
right prisms and
cylinders

perimeter
area common
polygons and
circles, volume
of right prisms
no surface area

complex projects
in familiar and
omitted
unfamiliar
contexts

limited to
scenarios
involving
planning and
completing
larger projects
in household,
school and wider
community

inferred from
example

measuring
perimeter
area polygons,
volume and
surface area of
right prisms and
cylinders

converting
units between
different scales
and systems

Grade 11

NCS

omitted

complex projects
in familiar and
lengths, distances
unfamiliar
contexts
measuring
perimeter
area common
polygons and
circles, volume
of right prisms

Grade 12

Calculating perimeter,
area and volume

limited to
scenarios
involving
planning and
completing
larger projects
in household,
school and wider
community

Grade 11

perimeter and area of regular
polygons, surface area and volume
of rectangular box and cylinder
Pythagoras and triangular prism
excluded

limited to
simple tasks in
household

Grade 10

CAPS

perimeter
and area of
2D shapes
Pythagoras
excluded

Measuring temperature

Measuring volume

Measuring mass

Measuring distance

Conversions

Measurements

SKILLS

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS

omitted

perimeter
area polygons,
volume of right
prisms, cylinders,
cones and
spheres

measuring
perimeter
area polygons,
volume of right
prisms, cylinders,
cones and
spheres

converting
units between
different scales
and systems
as required in
dealing with
problems,
convert units of
temperature

Grade 12
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Models

Plans

Maps

Scale

Maps, plans and
representations

SKILLS

working with
actual tins and
boxes to explore
arrangements

familiar context

Grade 10

build 3D scale
models of
containers

less familiar
context, and
models of
packaging
containers, draw
2D scale pictures
of 3D packaging
containers

Grade 11

CAPS

draw and
interpret scale
drawings to
represent and
identify views

Grade 10

build 3D scale
models of
packaging
containers to
explore final
product
omitted

unfamiliar
context,
complex
structures,
models of
omitted
packaging
containers and
buildings, draw
2D scale pictures draw and
interpret plans
of 3D buildings
and solving 2D
and 3D problems

Grade 12

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS
Grade 12

use and interpret
scale drawings
to estimate and
calculate values
to build model

use and interpret
use and interpret
scale drawings
scale drawings
of plans to build
of plans
models

use grids, Cartesian planes and
compass direction to determine
locations and describe relative
positions

use and interpret
use and interpret
scale drawings
scale drawings
to estimate and
to estimate and
calculate values
calculate values
to build model

Grade 11

NCS
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Interpreting and
analysing data

Representing data

Summarising data

Classifying and
organising data

Collecting data

Developing questions

Data handling

SKILLS

single sets of
data containing
multiple
categories,
values that can
be read directly
from graphs/
tables without
the need for
estimation, data
relating to the
personal lives

Grade 10

two sets of data
containing
multiple
categories,
values that
can be easily
read from
graphs/tables,
data relating
to the wider
community and
complex social
issues

Grade 11

CAPS

multiple sets of
data containing
multiple
categories,
complex values,
data relating
to national and
global issues

Grade 12

Grade 10

Grade 11

NCS
Grade 12

use different
methods to
summarise and
display data
(tallies, tables,
pie charts,
histograms,
bar graph, line,
broken line
graph, Ogive,
cumulative
frequency

conducting a
survey
not specified

calculating
and using
appropriate
measures
of central
calculating
tendency and
and using
spread (mean,
appropriate
median, mode,
measures
range, variance
of central
(interpretation
tendency and
only), standard
spread (mean,
deviation
median, mode
(interpretation
and range) for
only) and
single set of data
quartiles) for
two sets of data.
Considering
sources of error
and bias.

use different
methods to
summarise and
display data
(tallies, tables,
pie charts,
histograms,
bar graph, line,
broken line
graph)

interviews,
questionnaires,
data basis

calculating
and using
appropriate
measures
of central
tendency and
spread (mean,
median, mode,
range, variance
(interpretation
only), standard
deviation
(interpretation
only), quartiles
and percentiles.
Range omitted.

choose and
interpret the use
of methods to
summarise and
display data,
including use of
scatter-plots and
line of best fit

collecting
information from
community or
school
not specified

own life (social, environmental and political)

MATHEMATICAL LITERACY BASIC SKILLS COVERAGE IN THE NCS AND THE CAPS
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Evaluating expressions
involving probabilities

Representations for
determining possible
outcomes

Prediction

Expressions of
probability

Data handling

SKILLS

not done in
Grade 10

explore
probability
involving games
and weather
predictions

Grade 10

not done in
Grade 11

explore
probability
involving
games, weather
predictions,
test involving
inaccurate
results, cosmetic
and other
products using
probability

Grade 11

CAPS

explore
probability
involving
games, weather
predictions,
test involving
inaccurate
results, cosmetic
and other
products using
probability,
lottery and
other gambling
games, risk
assessments,
newspaper
articles
containing
probability

Grade 12

Grade 10

omitted

omitted

Investigate
single set of
data, make and
communicate
predictions

compare
relative
frequency and
expressing
probability of
outcome
predicting
trends, critically
engage with the
use of probability
and make
predictions
(games and real
life situations)
omitted
critically
evaluate
statistically
based
arguments,
use and misuse
of statistics in
society

drawing treediagrams,
contingency
tables

manipulate
data in different
ways to justify
conclusions

Grade 12

investigate two
sets of data,
make and test
predictions of
compound
outcomes

omitted

Grade 11

NCS

NOTES
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